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Arctic shipping: New tool evaluates northern sea route 

container shipping viability 

06/02/2016 

 

A new study examining the commercial opportunities of Arctic shipping by the Copenhagen 

Business School (CBS Maritime) concludes that the navigation season on the Northern Sea 

Route (NSR) will remain too short for investments in ice-class vessels to be economically viable 

until around 2040. Only then could the Arctic shipping route become competitive. 

 

 
Arctic shipping routes.  

 

The calculations presented for a container ship are based on a calculation tool available for 

download along with the report Arctic shipping – commercial opportunities and challenges. 

The tool allows researchers and industry professionals to insert the specifications of a given 

vessel, along with environmental and economic parameters, in order to obtain information on 

the feasibility of transporting containerized cargo along the NSR. 
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The study evaluated the viability of an ice-class container ship operating along the NSR 

compared to a vessel navigating the Suez Canal route. It also examined the tanker, offshore 

and cruise ship segments and states that the dry bulk and offshore segments are currently 

the sectors with the largest potential, as the Arctic hosts an abundance of natural resources.  

 

The results from the quantitative study on the feasibility of liner shipping across the NSR 

indicate that Arctic liner shipping may become economically feasible around 2040 if the ice 

cover continues to diminish at the present rate.  

 

The possibility of a major expansion of the maritime activities rests upon several crucial 

assumptions which are all subject to major uncertainties. These uncertainties include the 

hazardous environmental conditions, port and infrastructure availability and high costs of 

operation compared to the southern shipping lanes. Additionally, the Arctic Ocean lacks an 

international governmental and regulative framework in combination with high entry costs 

creates uncertainty for the maritime industry seeking to operate in and around the Arctic 

Ocean. 

 

[Maritime Executive] 

South Korea: Hyundai Merchant Marine announces major selloff 

to stay afloat 

05/02/2016  

 

The Wall Street Journal reported this week that Hyundai Merchant Marine, a major global 

ocean shipper, says it will sell some of its shipping facilities and its holdings in a financial unit. 

It’s one of the biggest signals so far of the severity of the problems facing the global shipping 

industry, and may be the last hope for Hyundai Merchant to avoid bankruptcy. 

 

Hyundai Merchant Marine has lost money every year since 2011. A combination of slowing 

global trade and a massive glut of shipping capacity have pushed cargo rates to historic, and 

sometimes absurd, lows. Carrier profits have been devastated worldwide, including at industry 

leader Maersk. 

 

Hyundai Merchant Marine is the largest component of Hyundai Group, the South Korean 

conglomerate that also includes tourism and construction businesses (Hyundai Motor Group 

and Hyundai Heavy Industries are separate entities). Its stock price has dropped more than 

90% since 2010, its debts are now nearly eight times its market value, and its cash on hand 

is meager. 

 

Slowing trade, particularly between China and Europe, is the headline culprit. But another 

huge factor is the arrival in recent years of the next generation of supersized cargo ships. 

Thanks to economies of fuel and crewing, these megaships are cheaper to operate per unit 

of volume shipped, and all major shippers have adopted them to stay competitive. 
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But (in a parallel of the current world oil glut) the wave of bigger ships has produced massive 

overcapacity, slashing profits and, ironically, leading to the mothballing of some of the very 

same ships. 

 

There is no solution to the capacity problem in sight, and shippers are starting to falter under 

the pressure. After last year’s announced merger of China’s COSCO and China Shipping Group, 

industry watchers began predicting a broader wave of consolidation. December saw a $2.4 

billion offer for Singapore’s Neptune Orient Lines by France’s CMA CGM, with a sale likely to 

go through this year. 

 

The NOL offer was at a slight discount, and CGA CGM is now buying open-market shares for 

even less than its offer. That points to yet another grim aspect of the situation—shipping 

assets that were a major investment just a few years ago have lost significant value in the 

current environment, making exits from container shipping unattractive, even in the face of 

losses. 

 

In Hyundai Merchant Marine’s struggle for survival, the proposed sales are no silver bullet. 

This week’s announcement follows a previous unsuccessful attempt to sell off Hyundai 

Merchant’s financial holdings, and analysts speaking to the Journal said that even if successful, 

Hyundai Merchant’s yard sale might not save it from bankruptcy. 

 

[Fortune] 

The challenge of optimizing onboard waste management 

05/02/2016  

 

It is now almost three years since the revised Annex V of MARPOL 73/78 came into force and 

waste management onboard ships remains a challenging issue for many shipping companies.  

 

Even though there have been significant efforts already undertaken to ensure a higher level 

of environmental protection, achieve effective compliance with the strict regulations and 

embrace sound practices and techniques on a scale appropriate for commercial shipping, there 

are still many opportunities to further improve waste management processes. 

 

Waste management still has a long way to go before we can consider it as a mission 

accomplished. Some key areas we could mention include: 

 

 the lack of adequate Reception Facilities in many ports and terminals 

 difficulties in the handling of certain hazardous waste streams 

 the shortage of storage means onboard 

 the rather slack use of shipboard treatment technology 

 the different priorities given by some port states to the disposal of some types of 

garbage 
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It is now clear that the Garbage Management Plans developed according to the IMO Guidelines 

(MEPC.220 (63) need to address additional procedures and/or kinds of waste that fall into the 

operational or domestic origin categories and respond to new challenges or real situations. A 

few questions that still need answers are: 

 

 Can food waste be incinerated, where it is not permitted to be discharged into the sea 

and its long storage on board might create health hazards to the crew? 

 What kinds of waste should not be mixed and remain separated till their final disposal, 

to prevent risks to the seafarers and environmental damage by the dispersal of 

hazardous substances? 

 How can the minimum waste storage capacity of the ship be better calculated? 

 Is biological waste originated from various machinery cleaning on the vessel 

considered as garbage? 

 How to deal with empty containers that initially held a hazardous substance? 

 

Environmentally-sound management of ship-generated garbage means taking all practicable 

steps to ensure that all potential waste streams are managed in a manner that will ensure the 

protection of human health and the environment against any adverse effects. 

 

An integrated approach with the Garbage Management Plan is considered necessary to help 

promote pragmatic garbage management and allow for capacity or resources to be optimized 

and fully utilized. It should be noted that a well implemented waste management plan is also 

dependent on the interaction between the vessel and a number of external factors such as 

ship suppliers, operators of reception facilities, port authorities, etc. 

 

[DNV GL] 

Turkey: Drones deployed for MARPOL enforcement on Bosporus 

05/02/2016 

 

The Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality's Marine Services Directorate will soon begin using 

drones to monitor the Bosporus for maritime pollution. 

 

The Directorate issued 2.8 million lira in fines to ship operators last year, equivalent to about 

one million dollars, for marine pollution violations related to solid and liquid waste discharges. 

90 ships out of the approximately 55,000 that passed through the Bosporus were fined, the 

Directorate said. Their round-the-clock enforcement effort relies on multiple methods: patrol 

vessels, helicopter surveys and inspection of ships pierside and queued waiting to dock. 

 

“When pollution . . . is detected, then it is photographed . . . [and] samples are obtained," 

said Mustafa Tahmaz, head of the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Environmental Protection 

and Control Department, in statements to Turkish media Thursday. "The samples are analyzed 
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and if the relevant ship is causing pollution above standard levels . . . then a penalty is imposed 

on the ship based on its size.” 

 

Tahmaz said that the Department's Marine Services Directorate will soon add drones to the 

list of enforcement assets: staff are already being trained in their use, and the Directorate 

hopes to begin operations in March. 

 

Istanbul's environmental regulators are the latest in a growing number of agencies pursuing 

the use of drones for maritime purposes, such as maritime domain awareness, hull and 

offshore inspections, naval reconnaissance, and Emissions Control Area enforcement. 

ECA enforcement is the closest analogue to Istanbul’s plan. Last year, the European Safety 

Monitoring Agency (EMSA) and the European Space Agency (ESA) jointly announced a pilot 

project for a remotely piloted maritime surveillance aircraft – and, potentially, for at-sea SOx 

emissions detection. The program will evaluate the Tekever AR5 drone, a maritime UAV with 

a 14 foot wingspan and a 110 pound payload, and may add testing of a sensor package for 

remote measurement of SOx emissions. 

 

[Maritime Executive] 

Seaborne trade’s problems multiplying - ready for a top up?    

05/02/2016 

  

For good or for bad, shipping market analysts have looked at trade growth ‘multipliers’ for 

many years. In 2015 global seaborne trade is estimated to have grown by 2.1%, in a year 

when the world economy grew by 3.1%. As a result the ratio of trade growth to global GDP 

expansion dropped below 1.0. What do trends in this ‘multiplier’ mean for shipping in a wider 

context?  

 

Multiple storylines 

 

Whilst hardly an advisable way to project trade growth for a specific year (year to year the 

statistics are notoriously volatile), examining the ratio between world seaborne trade growth 

and the expansion of world GDP ('the multiplier') over longer time periods tells us something 

about the key demand drivers in shipping. As the graph shows, in the period 1990-94 the 

multiplier averaged 1.3 and in 1995-2010 averaged 1.1. 

 

There were a number of drivers behind this ‘top up’ effect. The increasingly globalised 

economy supported growth in world trade which benefitted seaborne traffic. In the 2000s, 

outsourcing of production from more mature regions to distant developing world locations and 

then shipping goods back to consumers also generated a multiplier effect, and speedy 

economic growth in China hoovered up raw material cargoes at a rapid rate (maintaining 

support for the multiplier above the diminishing long-term trend). 
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Boxes’ big top up 

 

Container trade is one specific area where the multiplier has come into very clear focus. Across 

1995-2010 the ratio of container trade growth to world GDP expansion averaged a robust 2.3. 

Global trends and outsourcing supported this too, backed by other drivers. Trade in box-

friendly manufactures was a fast growing part of overall trade, containerization of general 

cargoes continued to provide a boost, and multi-location component processing of 

manufactures became the norm in Asia, supported by wage differentials and cheap box 

shipping. 

 

Looking for support? 

 

But these multipliers have been sliding. Across 2011-16 the seaborne trade multiplier averaged 

less than 1.0, and the box trade multiplier just 1.3. 2015 marked a particularly weak year, 

with the respective figures at 0.7 and 0.8. Something is missing from the drivers previously 

providing the top up to economic growth. World sea trade grew by just 2.1% last year; 

Chinese growth rates and raw material imports have slowed, outsourcing may have peaked, 

and containerization is more complete than not. Multipliers have slowed; nothing lasts forever 

and some of the old supports appear to be no longer there. The industry will be hoping that 

a golden age has not just passed by.  

 

However, whilst some drivers may have run their course, others are still going strong and 

2015 might not be totally representative of the trend. The economy is as global as ever with 

‘Factory Asia’ still at the centre of production supporting intra-regional activity. And might 

there still be huge potential to unlock? Developing world consumers account for 1.2 tonnes of 
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seaborne imports per person, leaving them a long way to go to catch up with the developed 

world (3.1 tonnes). The shipping industry will be looking that way for its next top up.  

 

[Clarksons] 

Greece: After Piraeus Port, China's COSCO eyes rail network to 

build Europe hub  

05/02/2016 

 

China's COSCO is expected to make an offer for Greece's rail network after becoming the sole 

bidder for the country's largest port, two people familiar with the matter said, as the state 

owned shipping giant forges ahead with a plan to build a European transhipment hub. 

 

Buying TRAINOSE and Piraeus Port would give COSCO maritime connections to the Suez Canal 

and rail links to the Balkans and central and Eastern Europe.   

 

Bolstered by December's merger with China Shipping Group, COSCO's focus on Greece is 

about building market share at a time of anguish in a bruised and oversupplied shipping sector, 

industry sources said. It also fits with China's "One Belt, One Road" policy of building a modern 

Silk Road to boost trade and create an outlet for Chinese industrial powerhouses caught up in 

the global downturn and slower growth at home. 

 

COSCO was unchallenged in its $400 million offer for a 67 percent stake in Piraeus Port last 

month and is set to be named the preferred investor. But it could face competition for the rail 

network, including from U.S. railroad holding company Watco, one of the individuals said, 

after Greece relaunched the tender in an effort to drum up more interest. TRAINOSE has an 

estimated value of dozens of millions of euros. 

 

"COSCO and Watco are interested in TRAINOSE," said the source, who declined to be 

identified. "There is also a Greek group which is interested and is looking for a partner." A 

COSCO spokeswoman declined to comment on prospective bids for other Greek assets. She 

said the firm believed buying Piraeus would improve the port's competitiveness and efficiency, 

but declined to elaborate on detailed plans. Watco could not be reached for comment and the 

source did not identify the Greek group. 

 

Privatisation agency HRADF had invited suitors for TRAINOSE, the sole provider of rail services 

in Greece, to express interest from Feb. 1. Officials in Greece have said it is too early to 

comment on specifics, but a sale is almost inevitable: a separate source close to the matter 

said that without a sale TRAINOSE could be forced to return millions of euros in state subsidies 

to the European Union. 

 

The leftist government of Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras opposes privatisations and halted the 

sale of the port and other state assets after winning elections in January last year. The process 
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resumed under a third international bailout of up to 86 billion euros ($94 billion) that was 

agreed in August. 

 

Growth at Piraeus Port 

  

Piraeus Port, near Athens, has flourished under the management of Cosco Pacific, a listed 

COSCO unit that took over under a 30-year concession in 2009. It has been credited with 

growing container throughput from 166,000 twenty foot equivalent units (TEU) in 2009 to 

almost 3 million TEU in 2014. 

 

"Piraeus is already a success. To develop it further, one condition is that the infrastructure 

connections with other parts of Europe must be developed," said Frans-Paul van der Putten, 

senior research fellow at Dutch think-tank Clingendael. 

 

COSCO is also among the investors expected to bid for the development and operation of a 

250 million euro Greek freight centre with access to the national railway network and Piraeus 

Port, a Greek government official said on Wednesday. Binding bids are expected to be 

submitted by May 31. 

 

Piraeus, a gateway for COSCO and other Asian groups, is a faster route from Asia than 

northern European alternatives, and COSCO already attracts multinationals like Huawei and 

Samsung Electronics distributing into Europe and beyond. It has a 2013 deal with TRAINOSE 

and U.S. electronics maker Hewlett-Packard , which uses Piraeus as the main distribution 

centre for its products in Europe. 

 

"I think any port or related investments around the Mediterranean - not just in Greece but 

also in Turkey, North Africa and the Black Sea - will be of interest," said Jonathan Beard, vice 

president at transport consultancy ICF International in Hong Kong. 

 

Cosco Pacific owns stakes in terminals at the Suez Canal and Antwerp in Belgium, while rival 

Merchants Holdings has interests in terminals in Malta, Morocco and France.  

 

[Reuters] 

Malaysia: A logistics tiger ready to pounce 

05/02/2016 

 

Asia’s tiger states have recognised the key role that logistics plays worldwide. In March 2015 

the Malaysian government, for example, published a master plan, with investments worth USD 

81 million, to improve the local and regional connectivity in Port Klang’s hinterland. Plans for 

Kuantan Port are equally ambitious, as Christopher Stoller, a lecturer at DHBW in Lörrach 

(Germany) found in Malaysia recently. 
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Malaysia port map. Credit: worldportsource.com 

 

Rayner Tan, a national sea freight expert who is also a senior lecturer at the University of 

Kuala Lumpur, capital city of the Southeast Asian state, is impressed with the latest logistics 

developments in the country. «Kuantan Port is ready to impress over the next few years,» 

according to Tan. Kuantan has 550,000 inhabitants, which makes the capital of the federal 

state of Pahang the nation’s ninth-largest city. Pahang, in turn, is Malaysia’s third-largest state.  

 

Close to China  

 

Kuantan is close to the mouths of the river of the same name and is situated on the coast of 

the South China Sea. «This represents one of the keys to the future success of Kuantan Port. 

The hub’s good connections to China are amongst its greatest plus points,» says Tan. Looking 

at a map of the east coast of the Malay peninsula reveals that Kuantan is half-way between 

Singapore, at the southern tip, and Kota Bharu, in the northern region of the country’s east 

coast.  

 

Over the years Kuantan Port has played a major role in the overall development of the east 

coast of Malaysia, as it is the only cargo gateway on this seaboard. It is thus an important 

hub for maritime trade to and from China as well as the other parts of East Asia, all of 

Indochina, as well as the entire Pacific rim. Transit times from Kuantan to Hong Kong are a 

mere six days, the same time that it takes goods to reach Singapore, the gateway’s biggest 

regional competitor.  

 

The Kuantan Port Consortium (KPC) has just been awarded a concession to operate the so-

called New Deep Water Terminal (NDWT) for 30 years. This measure continues the overall 

success of the privately-operated hub. «The NDWT is set to become yet another milestone in 

the development of the east coast. The terminal will give us the wherewithal to keep up with 

containership developments,» Tan believes.  
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Kuantan Port. Credit: HSS 

 

 
Following a new agreement with the Government of Malaysia and Kuantan Port Authority for a 30‐year port concession, the 

Kuantan Port Consortium (KPC) will develop, operate and manage the Kuantan Port, which covers the existing port and a new 

deep water terminal (NDWT). Image source: Dredging Today. 

 

The KPC is a joint venture established in 1998 by the IJM Corporation, a company that is 

publicly-listed on the Malaysian stock exchange, and Beibu Gulf Holding (Hong Kong). The 
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Chinese co-owners from Hong Kong made sure early on that they would have some say in the 

development of the important hub by securing 38% of the voting rights in the entity.  

 

Capacities and industrial parks  

 

Since the 1990s Kuantan Port has developed well in terms of its total freight volumes as well 

as the number of berths it offers. Initially it had nine berths, and today there are 22, for 

breakbulk cargo, containers, liquid bulk, palm oil and petroleum. Currently, annual throughput 

comes to 26 million t.  

 

Some parts of the NDWT are expected to commence operations in 2017. The KPC has invested 

almost USD 130 million in expanding the gateway. The new terminal will enable the hub to 

handle vessels with a total capacity of more than 150,000 dwt. This will result in a doubling 

of throughput.  

 

Kuantan Port wants to be one of the cornerstones in the expansion of Malaysia’s 

infrastructure. Once phase II of the Malaysia China Kuantan Industrial Park (MCKIP 2) is 

complete, the hub will promote its facilities as a centre for trade and industry.  

 

The MCKIP 2 covers 270 ha, and is a continuation of one of the most ambitious investment 

projects ever seen in Kuantan Port. Clients active in the steel, oil and electronics industry have 

settled there, as have enterprise working in component production for the automobile 

industry.  

 

One eye on the Maritime Silk Road  

 

Sea freight expert Tan sees great opportunities for industry to collaborate with the hub. 

«Kuantan Port can be very useful to major car-makers, including Daimler, Kia Motors, 

Mitsubishi, Isuzu and Citroen. Other reputed firms, such as BASF, are present in the 

surrounding industrial areas.»  

 

Keeping an eye on the regional colossus China is important. Kuantan Port is a part of China’s 

strategic Maritime Silk Road initiative for the 21st century, which was launched by the Chinese 

president Xi Jinping in 2013. Thus the circle concerning the origins of the JV is completed. 

Presumably no one knew in 1998 that, more than 15 years later, the port that is a key element 

of the joint venture’s activities would become one of the core elements of China’s international 

trade policies.    

 

[International Transport Journal] 

Film reviews: Debris and Lost & Found 

05/02/2016 

 

Two films follow the fate of marine debris from the 2011 tsunami in Tohoku, Japan. 
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My grandfather was something of a beachcomber. Every morning, he walked the stretch of 

sand below his house in Colwood, on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. He displayed the 

things he found—shells, flowerstone rocks, and Japanese fishing floats made of blue-green 

glass—in the basement next to the pool table and my grandmother’s snooker trophies.  

 

The innocence of this hobby seems far away, belonging to a place and time when debris cast 

out of the ocean was simply that—objects of curiosity, provenance unknown, embedded with 

the random patina of wind and water. This changed when the Tohoku earthquake struck the 

east coast of Japan just before 3:00 p.m. on Friday, March 11, 2011. The undersea thrust 

generated tsunami waves as high as a three-story building and killed close to 16,000 people.   

 

The tsunami washed more than a million tonnes of debris into the ocean, some of which 

landed an ocean away on North America’s west coast. Two films take this idea as point of 

origin—John Choi and Nicolina Lanni’s Lost & Found and John Bolton’s Debris. The Victoria 

Film Festival will show Lost & Found on February 13. Debris continues on the film-festival 

circuit this year and the National Film Board of Canada plans on airing the documentary in 

March to commemorate the tragedy. 

 

Lost & Found follows a number of people who discover objects washed up on beaches and 

take it upon themselves to return these items to their rightful owners. This sets the stage for 

a number of cross-cultural encounters, including that of a pair of beachcombers, John 

Anderson from Forks, Washington, and Pete Clarkson from Tofino, British Columbia, who 

travel to Japan to look for the owner of a volleyball. Clarkson also shows up in Debris telling 

his own story. When Clarkson discovered tsunami debris on one of his local beaches, he 

incorporated it into his artwork. The culmination of his collecting is a large-scale project 

entitled Swept Away, which is installed in the Tofino Botanical Gardens. 

 

Despite sharing some common elements, tonally the two films are very different. While Lost 

& Found confines itself to a redemptive, sentimental approach, Debris takes a turn for the 

darker side, using sound to create another layer of meaning. When orchestral keening 

emerges, falling away in successive waves of sound, like people being sucked out to sea, the 

postcard-pretty shots of sand and sky take on a more ominous timbre. Composer Scott 

Morgan’s score is all the more powerful for its restraint, avoiding a common mistake of so 

many documentary filmmakers: dumping music over the narration. In this, Debris is an elegant 

film, all the more so for letting this uneasiness arrive slowly, coiling in like mist off the water.   

 

The essential quest of each film is how to make sense of tragedy of such enormous 

proportions. Art seems a paltry tool to express the horror that clings to a scene of unmoored 

housing timbers, ripped and broken like matchsticks; all that remains to tell the history of 

children and parents, husbands and wives are these humble, small objects. The profound 

sadness of this is almost too much. It is Clarkson, in Debris, who gives voice to this terrible 

fragility when he talks about how our sense of safety and security can vanish in an instant. 

 

I thought about this when a minor quake struck off the coast of Vancouver Island just after 

Christmas. It woke me from a sound sleep. My first thought was that a giant animal was loose 
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and running through the house. My second thought was, where is my son? The entire episode 

took place in about five seconds, but afterward, I lay in the darkness, waiting. The ocean is 

close, but suddenly it felt too close. 

 

 Watch the Lost & Found trailer 

 

 Watch the Debris trailer 

 

[Hakai Magazine] 

Container shipping consolidation: What did the airlines do?  

05/02/2016 

 

The container shipping industry is faced with the challenge of ever-decreasing freight rates 

that can only be served viably with larger, more efficient vessels.  

 

However, market growth does not allow each individual line to increase the size of its ships to 

the larger, more efficient ships and at the same time keep a utilisation rate that would justify 

the introduction of these ships. 

 

This problem is worsened by the industry’s average financial performance which does not 

generate the returns to invest in this new capacity without considerable financial risk. There 

are only two alternatives: either an all-out battle for market share in the hope that several 

lines simply abandon a particular trade or even exit the market completely allowing the 

surviving lines to capture the volumes freed up by these departing lines, or collaboration with 

other lines to allow more efficient and rational capacity utilisation. The presence of state-

owned or state-backed lines on many trades combined with the current financial position of 

many private lines does not make the first option attractive let alone realistic, leaving only the 

second. 

 

The optimal way of achieving a more rational capacity allocation would be through 

consolidation. However, the reluctance of many lines or their shareholders to cede control 

makes this too unlikely – at least for many lines. This leaves only strategic alliances as a 

vehicle to achieve the capacity rationalisation. 

 

The paradox is that while the shipping industry is the industry most in need of genuine 

strategic alliances which can have a meaningful impact on capacity and encourage rational 

capacity re-allocation, it is the least willing to experiment. By contrast, the airline industry 

which suffers from a similar capacity issue with the larger aircraft having the lower seat mile 

costs and thus a need to achieve economies of density, has adjusted.  

 

Over 90 per cent of transatlantic passenger traffic is now carried by one of the three major 

‘metal neutral’ joint ventures (A++, Skyteam and oneworld) and similar joint ventures are 

being put in place on Asian routes. A major difference is that the airline industry has embraced, 
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and secured regulatory approval for these ‘metal neutral’ virtual joint ventures which set prices 

jointly and share revenues, whereas the shipping industry seems reluctant to move beyond 

traditional vessel-sharing agreements based on the EC’s liner shipping block exemption with 

a 30 per cent market share threshold and a restriction on price discussion or revenue-sharing. 

 

The answer is the shipping industry can do more and follow the airline model. The basic rules 

are the same: EU, US, Chinese, Japanese and Korean antitrust/competition laws apply equally 

to both industries; even the regulators are saying so. 

 

The head of the transport unit at the European Commission’s competition directorate-general 

has publicly said that the block exemption is acting as a straitjacket on the industry and that 

the industry should study whether it can follow the airline industry’s example. When even the 

competition regulator is encouraging the industry to be more imaginative and to stop 

structuring alliances around the block exemption, that is an unmistakable sign that there is 

much more room for manoeuvre.  

 

First of all, it is important to understand that the block exemption in no way sets a maximum 

scope for co-operation. Rather, the block exemption sets out a safe harbour where any alliance 

within the block exemption is presumed pro-competitive or at least not anti-competitive. 

 

Co-operation outside the block exemption in no way is presumed anti-competitive, rather it 

must be assessed on its own merits. Much co-operation outside the block exemption is likely 

to be pro-competitive. This is what the airlines have done. And the competition regulators 

have specifically approved  their alliance. 

 

The key feature of the airline alliances is their ‘metal neutrality’. This means that the financial 

structure of each joint venture is such that the airline that sells the passenger its ticket is 

indifferent whether the passenger flies on its aircraft or one of its partners’ aircraft as it will 

benefit financially in the same way. 

 

This means that the airlines can agree which partner’s capacity is best suited to the particular 

part of the network or flight, and design schedules (and capacity) to be as attractive to the 

passenger as possible, eliminating any rivalry between the partners as to which one will 

operate a particular flight and how to route the passenger.  

 

In turn, this leads to a concentration of flights at the key hubs increasing the density of the 

network and thus reducing cost. Key to this is the joint setting of prices so that there is no 

price competition between the partners and sharing of revenues. 

 

It is this that creates the incentives and gives each individual airline the comfort to design the 

network as optimally as possible.  

 

In the case of the A++ alliance between Air Canada, Lufthansa and United, which is the 

alliance that has created the most efficiencies and thus been approved with the fewest 

remedies, the airline partners undertook a detailed economic and legal analysis which 
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measured the cost savings and other efficiencies to passengers created by the joint venture 

as designed, as compared with the benefits that passengers could get under a ‘non-restrictive’ 

form of co-operation – in that case, simple code-sharing. 

 

They were able to show that the benefits that would accrue to passengers in the form of cost 

savings and other efficiencies from the integrated joint venture were significantly greater and 

thus justified the joint price-setting and revenue-sharing. The comfort the parties derived from 

these really did allow them to design a network that was that much more efficient.  

 

Where the airline industry differs from the shipping industry is that many passengers in the 

airline industry are connecting passengers – either single-connect or double-connect – and 

because of the ownership restrictions on airlines, no single airline can serve many of the 

double-connect itineraries. It must co-operate with a carrier in another country.  

 

The benefits of the alliance will be distributed differently among the non-stop overlap 

passengers, single-connect and double-connect passengers with the greatest benefits for the 

double-connect passengers due to the elimination of double marginalisation. 

 

Nevertheless, significant benefits also accrued to the non-stop overlap passengers via, in 

particular, greater frequency (as more flights are added to accommodate the connecting 

passengers) with larger, more efficient aircraft.  

 

First of all, this shows that if some lines wish to negotiate a deeper alliance involving deeper 

co-operation there is no reason not to explore the work. If economic and legal analysis can 

show greater cost savings and other efficiencies for this alliance than under the current ‘block 

exemption inspired VSAs’ then there is every reason to believe they can be approved by 

competition authorities formally or informally. 

 

This applies to all authorities: The European Commission, the Chinese NDRC (which is also 

reviewing airline JVs) and the US FMC in particular. Secondly it indicates that if some lines 

wish to co-operate more closely and run their ships in a form of rationalised virtual joint 

venture then there is every reason to believe this can be achieved as long as the economic 

and legal analysis of the proposal reveals enough cost savings and efficiencies. 

 

[Lexology / Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP] 

Germany: 19,000-teu boxship grounded on the river Elbe 

remains stuck 

05/02/2016 

 

With two attempts to dislodge it, the giant CSCL Indian Ocean is likely to remain stuck on the 

bed of the river Elbe outside Hamburg until Tuesday next week, much to the frustration of 

many local politicians. 
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The 400-m long, 19,000 teu China Shipping suffered a steering malfunction while nearing 

Hamburg on the night of February 3. Tugs were deployed, but thus far have failed to shift the 

ship, one of the largest containerships afloat. The next full moon high tide is not until February 

9, when another attempt will be made to free the green-hulled ship. 

 

Yesterday, much of the bunker fuel was syphoned off the three-month-old ship to a barge. 

Authorities will now mull bringing a floating crane alongside to take off some of the boxes to 

lighten the load of the 184,320 dwt ship. Possible dredging along the side of the ship is also 

under consideration. No leaks have been reported so far. 

 

Local politicians and environmentalists have warned for some time that the Elbe is not ideal 

navigational territory in the era of the ultra large container vessel. “Such accidents were feared 

for some time and are more incidents of this nature in the future cannot be excluded”, the 

Lower Saxony economics minister Olaf Lies told local media yesterday. “This accident caused 

considerable economic damage, because it has disturbed operations at the port of Hamburg,” 

the politician added.  

 

Environmentalists, meanwhile, have urged politicians to force the largest boxships to avoid 

Hamburg and call at Wilhelmshaven instead. 

 

[Splash 24/7] 

U.S.: Group of exporters demand delay for container-weighing 

rules 

05/02/2016 

 

A group of 60 US-based exporters has called for a delay in the implementation deadline for 

new container weighing rules, claiming it will be impossible to implement the SOLAS box-mass 

verification amendment by 1 July without severely disrupting trade, JOC.com has reported. 

 

Following a meeting on Wednesday attended by 60 exporters and the US head of a large 

container line, the head of an agriculture shippers group called on the US Coast Guard to 

delay the rule until it can be amended and determined that US exporters will not face a 

competitive disadvantage against foreign exporters. 

 

“We cannot put US exporters at a greater competitive disadvantage than they already are due 

to the high price of the US dollar,” Peter Friedmann, executive director of the Washington-

based Agriculture Transportation Coalition, told JOC.com. 

 

Friedmann said the group was calling on the Coast Guard to delay implementation until such 

time that all the stakeholders are satisfied that its implementation will not to disrupt export 

commerce, in much the same way that the Secretary of Homeland Security delayed 

implementation of the 100% scanning requirement for all inbound containers, as mandated 
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under the 2006 Safe Ports Act, arguing the rule should be put off until at least 1 July 2017, 

JOC.com reported. 

 

The amendment mandates the provision of the Verified Gross Mass (VGM) of packed 

containers by every shipper by one of two methods and for the shipper to ensure the VGM is 

communicated to the carrier and the terminal by way of a signed shipping document submitted 

sufficiently in advance to be used in the ship’s stowage plan. Without the VGM, a container 

cannot be loaded on board. 

 

Individual countries that are party to SOLAS will implement the rule according to their own 

guidelines, ensuring that the core requirements that shippers provide a VGM based on actual 

weighing of the cargo, and that carriers and terminals do not load a container for which no 

weight has been provided — are met. 

 

JOC.com reported that the issue has been raised by Friedmann’s group in Washinton and 

members of Congress were starting to look into the issue. 

 

But the World Shipping Council, the Washington-based trade group representing container 

lines globally, said unlike in the Safe Ports Act, which allowed the Homeland Security secretary 

to postpone the scanning rule, nothing in the law behind the container weight mandate allows 

for a delay in implementation, JOC.com reported. 

 

[Lloyd’s Loading List] 

Global security: Maritime transport is the weak link  

04/02/2016 

 

By Ami Daniel, CEO of maritime data and analytics firm Windward 

 

In October 2015, a cargo ship flying a Liberian flag left Rio de Janeiro. The ship was officially 

bound for Portugal, but along the way, it made two unscheduled and unreported stops along 

the coast of Western Sahara.  

 

According to our research, the ship was equipped with cranes that enabled it to load and 

discharge cargo at sea. What it took on board remains a mystery. But the area is a hub of 

international smuggling (weapons, drugs, undocumented passengers, etc.). 

 

The high seas have traditionally been wild and ungoverned, and so they remain. No entity 

controls or regulates the oceans. But the relaxed attitude that pervades maritime security is 

at variance with the crucial economic and security importance of the world's oceans. Over 90 

percent of global trade is transported by sea, as are untold numbers of undocumented 

refugees and job seekers, and illegal fishing is a growing international phenomenon.  
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Perhaps most importantly in a climate of increased international terrorism, ship activity bears 

crucial security implications. And yet, the opaqueness of maritime activity enables any vessel 

to easily transport not only arms and people, but also drugs, contraband, and even smuggled 

oil — all critical links in the terror-supply chain.  

 

Historically, there has been no data on ship activity while at sea. Today, maritime data sources 

have gone online thanks to satellites and the cloud, producing over 100 million data points a 

day. However, nearly all maritime data is derived from human input, making it susceptible to 

both error and manipulation. As a result, the opaqueness that has characterized the maritime 

domain for millennia remains, and the oceans, particularly the areas outside of a country's 

territorial waters, are a wild west. 

 

Unsurprisingly, criminal elements are taking advantage of this lack of regulation. Vessels can 

easily mask their activities by employing a broad range of tactics, from changing identities to 

making ship-to-ship transfers of goods mid-voyage.  

 

And, because ports serve as critical economic links, it is nearly impossible for authorities to 

closely inspect each vessel for fear of massive backlogs and economic repercussions. 

Authorities thus rely on dated methods of identifying suspicious activities at sea, such as 

tracking a limited number of "vessels of interest," known for past suspicious behavior. 

 

And so, the coastline is an open backdoor through which all forms of illegal and terrorist 

activity can easily enter, even well-secured ports. 

 

So, how do we close the open door?  

 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO), a UN agency tasked with ensuring the safety 

and security of international shipping, mandates that all ocean-going vessels continuously 

transmit identifying information. However, the data protocols are weak, with no vetting 

mechanisms in place, making the data extremely vulnerable to human error and manipulation. 

By creating a global vetting mechanism, this important data source would become a far more 

effective tool for understanding vessel activity worldwide.  

 

More effective maritime information-sharing programs, on a regional and international level, 

would help shed light on what's happening at sea. Creating a centralized, online marketplace 

for ship broker information would bring much-needed transparency not only to shipping, but 

to the world's cargo and commodity flows. 

 

Another weakness being exploited in the maritime domain is the widespread use of flags of 

convenience, a practice similar to registering companies offshore. This has become an easy 

way for ships — and those who send them — to hide their origins and reduce regulation and 

scrutiny. Closely regulating the use of flags of convenience would minimize this weakness.  

 

Data sciences allow us to transform today's massive, fragmented and unreliable data sources 

to create Paypal-like logs of every sea vessel's behaviors over time. With this automated and 
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constantly-updated mapping of ship activity worldwide, security forces can shift from focusing 

on a limited number of already-suspected vessels to knowing what all vessels everywhere are 

doing in real-time.  

 

Non-maritime intelligence organizations have realized that they need Palantir's data platform 

to find elusive connections among huge data sets; taxi and transportation markets have been 

completely transformed by Uber. If these traditional industries have changed, isn't it time for 

the maritime industry to evolve as well?  

 

[CNBC] 

Global security: Europe’s ports vulnerable as ships sail without 

oversight 

04/02/2016 

 

As Europe’s politicians struggle to control a deepening migrant crisis and staunch the rising 

threat of Islamist terrorism on their borders, little attention is being paid to the continent’s 

biggest frontier: the sea.  

 

 
Image source: AFP 

 

New data highlight the extent to which smuggling, bogus shipping logs, unusual coastal stop-

offs and inexplicable voyages are increasing across the Mediterranean and Atlantic for ships 

passing through Europe’s ports — with little or nothing being done to combat the trend. 

 

There is currently no comprehensive system to track shipments and cargos through EU ports 

and along its approximately 70,000km of coastline — a deficiency that has long been exploited 
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by organised criminals and which could increasingly prove irresistible to terrorists too, say 

European security officials.  

 

“So far, the thing about maritime security, and particularly terrorists exploiting weaknesses 

there, is that it’s the dog that’s not barked,” says former Royal Navy captain Gerry Northwood, 

chief operating officer of Mast, a maritime security company, and commander of the counter-

piracy task force in the Indian Ocean. “But the potential is there. The world outside Europe — 

North Africa for example — is awash with weapons. If you can get a bunch of AK47s into a 

container, embark that container from Aden then you could get them into Hamburg pretty 

easily. A whole armoury’s worth.” 
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In January, 540 cargo ships entered European ports after passing through the territorial 

waters of terrorist hotspots Syria and Libya, as well as Lebanon, for unclear or uneconomic 

reasons during the course of their voyages. 

 

The number of vessels using flags of convenience — using the ensign of a state different to 

that in which a ship’s owners reside to mask identity or reduce tax bills — is also rising. Of the 

9,000 ships that passed through European waters last month, 5,500 used flags of 

convenience. 

 

The data were compiled for the FT by Windward, an Israeli maritime intelligence company 

which collates shipping data from public and proprietary sources and uses algorithms to 

identify unusual or suspicious activities. 

 

Some specific cases identified in the Windward data are particularly worrisome. In the middle 

of last month, for example, one 76-metre cargo ship left Golcuk in Turkey, sailed to Misurata 

in Libya and then switched off its location and transmitting devices for three hours as it sailed 

close to shore along the coast of Tunisia before reassuming its stated course and going to 

Pozzallo in Italy. 

 

Another ship left Genoa bound for Lisbon on November 8, but rather than take a direct route, 

the vessel took a 500 nautical mile detour to a point mid-sea off the coast of Africa, where it 

stopped, lingered, and then performed a u-turn towards Portugal. It raises the possibility that 

the ship performed a mid-sea rendezvous with another vessel to transfer an illicit cargo. 

 

A senior European counter terrorism official said there was mounting concern about port and 

maritime security in Brussels and in Europe’s capitals, but that the scale of the problem was 

so large that no one was thinking of ways to meaningfully tackle it. “Some countries have 

pretty good customs operations, but we’re talking about having to monitor hundreds of ports 

and co-ordinate across them. The reality is that most of the time we are relying on what the 

ship’s captain is telling us,” he said.  

 

Even a single container ship was impossible to fully search, he added. 

 

In the wake of the September 11 terror attacks in New York and Washington, and the bombing 

of the Limburg oil tanker in the Gulf of Aden in 2002, maritime security standards were 

strengthened significantly with the International Ship and Port Security Code, an amendment 

to the safety of life at sea convention.  

 

The code requires port authorities to have detailed security plans and measures in place, but 

it stops short of mandating specific standards. Many European states resisted stronger 

measures on cost grounds and enforcement is patchy, say experts.  

 

“In principle it is stringent but in practice, it’s only as good as the people who are applying it,” 

says Mr Northwood. “There is very little or no oversight.”  
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Part of the problem in Europe is a lack of co-ordination or information sharing in identifying 

suspicious activity at sea that would allow authorities to target their investigative resources 

more effectively.  

 

“What’s needed is better upstream intelligence,” says Calum Jeffray, research fellow at the 

defence think-tank RUSI. “There is thematic analysis across Europe, but a lot of that is 

specifically around narcotics . . . there’s a tendency to overlook maritime and port security 

when it comes to terrorism. When you think about how much effort goes into airport screening 

— there’s a huge difference. And what is happening in north Africa at the moment is going to 

make that much more noticeable.”  

 

Mr Jeffray suggested that oversight could be improved by expanding the remit of the maritime 

analysis and operations centre (MOAC), a Portugal-based multilateral naval intelligence service 

staffed by military officials from seven EU states and the US. The centre currently only has a 

remit to interdict narcotics smuggling. 

 

“Something more is needed,” says Ami Daniel, chief executive of Windward. “At the moment, 

the sea is a backdoor into Europe and unless there is clear intelligence or a tip off, most of 

these vessels are never inspected or intercepted. We are getting to a point where this is going 

to cause problems . . . arms, drugs and people are all coming over unchecked.”  

 

[Financial times] 

Suez Canal: Bulk and container traffic decreased in 2015 

04/02/2016  

 

The bulk and container traffic through the Suez Canal decreased in 2015. The volume of 

containerized cargo passing through the Canal for the reported period dropped with 2.3% to 

41.2 million TEU, as the number of container ships decreased by 3% to 5,941.  

 

The recession has increased more serious in the second half of the year, despite the 

completion of the channel reconstruction in August, which provided an opportunity for 

simultaneous passage of ships in both directions. The decrease of global shipping and 

economy delay of China are among the main factors for the decrease of traffic through the 

Suez Canal. However, the tonnage of the containerized traffic through Suez Canal increased 

with 3.6% in 2015, reaching 556 million tons. 

  

The bulk cargo traffic through the Canal also decreased in number of vessels and tonnage. 

The number of bulk carrier passing through the Canal for 2015 amounted to 2,878, which 

represent a decrease of 5.7%. At the same time the tonnage decreased with 5.2% and 

amounted to 102.2 million tons. The decrease accelerated during the second half of the year.  

 

In December, the negative trend continued and through the channel passed 492 container 

ships, compared to 514 vessels a year ago.  
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The total revenues of Suez Canal Authorities decreased by 5.3% in 2015, amounting to 5.18 

billion USD. The container ships account for more than 34% of the total turnover of the Canal, 

while bulk carriers account for more than 16%. The total number of all types of vessels passing 

through the Suez Canal in 2015, increased by 1.9%, amounting to 17,500, while the total 

tonnage showed a slight increase of 0.07%. 

 

[Maritime News] 

China: Port of Tianjin blast could be largest marine insurance 

loss ever 

04/02/2016 

 

Claims related to the massive explosion at the port of Tianjin, China may grow to as much as 

$6 billion, says the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI). More than half of the 

claims reportedly fall within marine insurance or reinsurance lines – potentially making it the 

largest single marine disaster (by claim value) in history, surpassing Hurricane Sandy. 

 

 
Image courtesy U.S. EPA 

 

Initial cost estimates for insurance industry exposure were in the range of $1.5 to $3.3 billion, 

significantly less than the present forecasts. The cost creep is due to increased value estimates 

of affected assets, plus contamination and cleanup-related expenses that were not included 

in earlier tallies. 

 

The exact cost of contamination has been difficult for adjusters to estimate. Access to the 

blast area has been restricted, and experts said that even outside of the immediate radius, 

chemicals released in the explosion may cause corrosion damage to an as-yet unknown total 

number of vehicles. An IUMI member at a recent panel reportedly suggested that as many as 

70,000 cars could have been affected by the blast and its fallout. The initial estimate from 

Lloyd's was in the range of 10,000. 
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Additionally, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) said in September that it was 

stepping up inspection of food, drugs and medical equipment shipped from Tianjin after the 

time of the blast. “Marine surveyors appointed by clients are stating that containerized goods 

from Tianjin are arriving at final destinations with tainted smells,” Nick Derrick, chairman of 

the IUMI’s cargo committee, told media. He said that the impact of dangerous chemicals 

would “add to the final loss figure.” 

 

Whatever the final value, multiple classes of insurers are sure to be affected. “The very large 

losses will come out of the big Chinese commercial insurers, the second tier will come out of 

the Korean and Japanese interests abroad, and then losses will come out of the international 

commercial insurers who have insured the port facilities and physical property,” said John 

Butler, managing partner at specialist insurance fund manager Twelve Capital, speaking to 

Reuters. 

 

Validus Holdings Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Ed Noonan blamed the marine 

insurance industry itself for underestimating the potential for losses from a port event like 

Tianjin. In statements last year, he said that after $3 billion in losses from Hurricane Sandy, 

it was “unacceptable” that the industry had not improved its modelling of risk in complex, 

ever-changing port environments – leaving insurers without the analytical tools to anticipate 

and price in a major catastrophe. 

 

Chris Folkman, director of model product management for RMS, suggests that ports differ 

dramatically from other commercial installations for risk modelling, for several reasons: their 

insurable content (cargo) is mobile and changeable; cargo varies greatly in its resistance to 

damaging events like high wind or fire; and unlike a warehouse facility or factory, a port often 

sprawls for miles, with docks and storage facilities adjacent to multiple communities. 

 

IUMI President Dieter Berg addressed the issue of risk accumulation at ports in statements 

last year. “[Tianjin] demonstrates the persistent growth of accumulation of values in port and 

storage areas, particularly in highly industrialized regions . . . To evaluate worst case 

scenarios, we need to fully understand the value of the goods in the port and all potential 

exposures before we can calculate adequate premiums. This is becoming more of a challenge 

as these facilities continue to expand.” 

 

[Maritime Executive]   

Shipbreaking: Ship owners continue to profit from dangerous 

and dirty practices on South Asian beaches in 2015 

04/02/2016 

 

Ignoring industry leaders and human rights and environmental organizations, ship owners 

continue to profit from dangerous and dirty shipbreaking practices on South Asian beaches in 

2015, according to new data released today by the NGO Shipbreaking Platform.  
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Credit: NGO Shipbreaking Platform 

 

768 large ocean-going vessels were sold to the scrap yards last year. 469 were broken on the 

beaches of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh where shipbreaking yards do not provide 

fundamental labour rights, ignore international waste trade law, and fail to respect 

international environmental protection standards.  

 

 

 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform: 2015 List of all ships scrapped worldwide - Facts and Figures 

 

Despite a lot of international attention on the problems of shipbreaking on the beaches of 

South Asia, the statistics for 2015 show that the vast majority of ship owners have not changed 

their practice for the better. On the contrary, most have opted for one of the worst 

shipbreaking destination in the world – Bangladesh, where children are still illegally exploited 

to break ships manually on tidal mudflats”, said Patrizia Heidegger, NGO Shipbreaking Platform 

Director.  

 

Ship owners sell their vessels to South Asian yards via cash-buyers, companies that specialise 

in the trade of end-of-life tonnage. Cash-buyers promise ship owners not only the highest 
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price, but also to rid them of their responsibility to properly deal with the end-of-life 

management of their ships. 

 

 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform: 2015 List of all ships scrapped worldwide - Facts and Figures 

 

Ships contain large amounts of toxic materials such as oil sludge, asbestos and paints laden 

with heavy metals and would yield less profit at end-of-life if sold to a recycling facility that 

firmly follows environmental and occupational health and safety standards. 

 

NGO Shipbreaking Platform says that one sign of hope, is a group of leading ship owners that 

have vowed to take responsibility for clean and safe end-of-life management and demonstrate 

that alternatives are available. The European Union is also expected to publish a list of 

approved ship recycling facilities worldwide by the end of 2016. This will satisfy the call from 

those that demand better practices, including investors such as ABN-Amro and cargo owners 

such as H&M, Stora Enso and Phillips – none of whom wish to be associated with polluting 

and harmful end-of-life management of old ships. 

 

 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform: 2015 List of all ships scrapped worldwide - Facts and Figures 
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While, only vessels sailing under an EU flag will be legally obliged to use an EU approved 

recycling facility, any ship owner can nevertheless opt for an EU approved facility for its non-

EU flagged ships on a voluntary basis. The NGO Shipbreaking Platform therefore demands 

that shipping companies and their investors only allow their vessels to go to yards listed on 

the EU list. Moreover, governments of the world’s leading maritime nations, such as Greece 

and Germany, must likewise take steps to ensure national use of the EU list. 

 

Introducing a financial incentive based on the polluter pays principle would go a far way in 

pushing irresponsible ship owners towards sustainable ship recycling. 

 

More information: 

 

 List of all ships dismantled worldwide in 2015 

 Detailed figures and analysis on ships dismantled in 2015 

 Background information on global ship dismantling practices 

 

[GREEN4SEA / NGO Shipbreaking Platform] 

Polar regions: Standard operating procedures needed for oil 

and gas operations 

04/02/2016 

 

A conference organized by the International Labor Organization (ILO) has highlighted the 

importance of the psychological wellbeing of workers and the need for standard operating 

procedures in ensuring safety in oil and gas operations in polar regions. 

 

 
Prirazlomnoye field 
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Representatives of workers, employers and governments met at the end of January to discuss 

occupational health and safety challenges unique to the work environment. 

 

Dr Jonathan O Keefe, Regional Medical Director for International SOS detailed some of the 

extra measures that working in these climates require. As well as the more obvious concerns 

related to cold temperatures and ice, O Keefe pointed to the need to be aware of workers’ 

psychological resilience and preparedness for working in the long hours in darkness or long 

hours in daylight experienced in polar regions. 

 

Effects of cold on manual performance 

 
Source: IPIECA and OGP: Health aspects of work in extreme climates (2009) 

He said that it is important to develop standard operating procedures. If you look at the 

accident rate for accidents that have a human cause, he said, the absence of insufficient 

nature of standard operating procedures contributed to about 80 percent of them. 

 

ILO prepared the Occupational safety and health and skills in the oil and gas industry operating 

in polar and subarctic climate zones of the northern hemisphere prior to the meeting to focus 

discussion. The report highlights statistics from the Worldwide Offshore Accident Database, 

one of the most comprehensive accident databases available. It contains 6,183 offshore 

accident reports from between 1975 and 2012, including accidents, incidents and near misses. 

 

With respect to type of unit, fixed facilities are more likely to experience accidents than mobile 

units: 50 and 38 percent, respectively. In most cases, equipment malfunction was the main 

attributed cause for the event (34 percent), followed by ignition (26 percent). Causes related 

to safety systems are rarely recorded (0.18 percent). Most events were attributed to unsafe 

procedures (37 percent) or an absence of procedures that resulted in unsafe acts (44 percent). 

 

In the oil and gas industry, one of the key safety challenges relating to equipment and 

installations is asset integrity. When offshore installations continue to work beyond their 

design life, they begin to raise safety concerns. A broad study of the industry found a 

statistically significant correlation: a one percent increase in platform age leads to a 0.3632 

percent increase in the rate of accidents.  
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Distribution of events by type of equipment-related or natural cause, World 

Offshore Accident Database 

 
Source: M. Christou and M. Konstantinidou: Safety of offshore oil and gas operations: Lessons from past accident analysis, 

European Commission (2012) 

 

The report cites a study published in 2014 examined the prevalence of clinical depression in 

the workforce and found that oil and gas workers had reported high overall levels of 

depression compared to other industries. The researchers found that physical inactivity and 

stress in the workplace are the main factors affecting the rate of depression. In the Arctic, 

weather conditions can have a significant impact on health and performance as exposure to 

cold can decrease awareness, and dark, damp or severe weather conditions can contribute to 

depression. 

 

Another study referenced involving more than 1,000 Norwegian offshore oil and gas workers 

found that workplace bullying is a stronger predictor of mental health problems than risk 

perception. According to the study, workers in organizations operating in environments with 

a high potential for risks and hazards report higher levels of stress and health problems than 

workers in general.  

 

The study implies that a considerable challenge for the oil and gas industry lies in finding ways 

to prevent and handle bullying. In addition, given that risk perception was found to be a 

significant predictor of mental health problems, the industry needs to reduce its impact on 

workers. In this context, the oil and gas industry must give high priority to the prevention and 

management of stressors. As for how to protect workers, the study suggested that one way 
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to prevent and handle workplace bullying and unhealthy risk perception may be to develop 

and strengthen the psychological safety climates in the organizations. 

 

[Maritime Executive / ILO] 

Liner woes hit container lessors 

04/02/2016 

 

The weak shipping demand that plagued forwarders and lines during 2015 also had a 

withering impact on container leasing companies. 

 

Stocks of leading companies tumbled throughout the year – those of Textainer, TAL and CAI 

more than halved – and the parlous state of the Chinese economy and ongoing mismatch 

between container shipping supply and demand could see lessors face another difficult year, 

according to Drewry Financial Research Services. 

 

The analyst said industry headwinds in 2016 were expected to persist in the form of low lease 

rates and cheap new containers, a situation exacerbated by abundant financing and low 

commodity input prices. “Moreover, the movement of the US dollar has impacted the sale of 

containers in the export market,” said Drewry. 

 

“New dry freight container prices fell further during the final quarter of 2015 to an average of 

USD 1,500 per 20ft and ended the year at USD$1,450, the lowest level since 2003, On the 

other hand, used dry freight container prices declined to USD$830, below its previous 

minimum seen in 2009.” 

 

Drewry predicted both new and used container prices would carry on falling or at best remain 

flat in 2016. However, lessor control of the global container fleet continues to grow, up to 

47.5% last year from 41% in 2009, a reflection of lines’ increased appetite for leasing due to 

their capital constraints”. 

 

Leading leasing companies have also reacted to the market downturn by announcing share 

buybacks to take advantage of low prices, and through diversification and consolidation. 

 

“While CAI acquired a logistics company – ClearPointt Logistics LLC – to diversify its business, 

TAL announced its intention to merge with Triton which will catapult it to be the largest player 

if the deal goes through,” said Drewry. “We believe the proposed merger of TAL with Triton 

will benefit both stockholders as well as elevate the combined entity to the top position in the 

industry.” 

 

However, despite the positive actions of leading players, Drewry expects the share prices of 

container leasing operators to remain under pressure in 2016. “As liner companies are key 

customers for container lessors, expected overcapacity combined with weak freight rates for 
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the liner industry will weaken the bargaining power of lessors with respect to lease rates,” 

said the analyst. 

 

[Lloyd’s Loading List] 

Australia: Sea Shepherd starts marine debris campaign 

03/02/2016 

 

Sea Shepherd Australia has announced a dedicated campaign to combat the growing tide of 

marine debris in the world’s oceans and waterways. 

 

 
 

Marine debris is a globally recognized environmental issue as marine ecosystems worldwide 

are increasingly affected by human-made refuse, much of which is plastic. 

 

The Marine Debris Campaign will involve volunteers from Sea Shepherd chapters around 

Australia promoting and facilitating coastal and river clean-up activities in support of the 

protection and conservation of their local marine environment. A suite of community 

engagement initiatives will also be developed including education. 
 

 
Common weedy sea dragon, Australia 
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Sea Shepherd is particularly concerned about the harmful effects of marine debris on wildlife. 

Each year millions of tons of marine debris enters world oceans injuring and killing more than 

a million sea birds and 100 million marine animals through entanglement, suffocation and 

ingestion. 

 

 
Turtle entangled in marine debris. Source: ghost net 

 

“Many people don’t fully realize the harmful effects of toxic particles found in marine debris, 

particularly microplastics. The toxins in the plastic particles intensify as they are passed up 

the food chain and are quickly becoming, not only a massive threat to marine animals 

everywhere, but also a serious health risk to humans,” said Jeff Hansen, Managing Director, 

Sea Shepherd Australia. 

 

“Given that there are currently 18,000 pieces of plastic litter floating on every square kilometer 

of the world’s oceans and that an estimated 44 percent of marine mammals, 86 percent of 

sea turtles and up to 90 percent of seabirds have plastic in their guts, every piece of plastic 

we stop from entering the ocean is a potential life saved.” 

 

“Our oceans are in serious trouble globally. Given that most of the plastic off Australia’s coast 

is in fact coming from Australians, we have no choice but to act now.” 

 

Sea Shepherd Australia is also delighted to announce a new partnership with Melbourne based 

reusable coffee cup company, KeepCup. KeepCup has designed and manufactured a range of 

Sea Shepherd branded KeepCups. 

 

[Maritime Executive] 
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Indonesia: Government unwilling to allow foreign investors 

majority stakes in ports 

03/02/2016 

 

Despite the current administration in Jakarta’s keenness to develop a maritime highway across 

Indonesia, officials are not budging on allowing foreign investors to hold more than 49% of 

any port. The ruling – long in place, also counts for airports. 

 

The nation’s transport minister, speaking with the Jakarta Globe, revealed that while other 

parts of the transportation sector would be opened up to greater foreign control, there was 

no plans to allow investors to take majority stakes in ports and airports. “This is a sovereignty 

issue,” Ignatius Jonan told the newspaper. 

 

Announcements to changes in foreign transport holdings in the archipelago are due soon – it 

remains unclear however if the government will address cabotage issues. Maersk, for one, 

has said recently it is willing to invest up to $3bn in in Southeast Asia’s most populous nation 

if cabotage laws are changed. 

 

[Splash 24/7] 

New Zealand: Lyttelton wharf expansion doubles container 

capacity at Christchurch port 

03/02/2016 

 

Lyttelton Port of Christchurch (LPC) is officially opening a new $85 million wharf in a move 

that will double its container capacity over the next decade and brace it for future competition. 

 

Cashin Quay wharf 2, and an adjacent storage area for 1,200 teu, were designed to handle a 

new generation of larger container vessels. The wharf officially opened last week is now fully 

operational. 

 

LPC chief executive Peter Davie described the new Cashin Quay 2 wharf as a step change in 

the port’s services and it would help set up the company for the next 30 years with container 

throughput increasing from more than 370,000 teu to about 1.2 million teu by 2043. 

 

The earthquake rebuild of the port is funded via an insurance payout of nearly $440 million 

which LPC settled after protracted negotiations with insurers, and the new wharf is built to 

meet the latest international seismic code. The Christchurch City Council-owned LPC is also 

growing at Rolleston, south of Christchurch, where it is set to open a rail and road service 

handling centre to match a similar facility built nearby by major rival, Port of Tauranga. 

 

[Stuff] 
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Spain: Listing ro/ro Modern Express towed into Bilbao 

03/02/2016 

 

The listing ro/ro Modern Express has been successfully towed into harbor at Bilbao, Spain, 

following days adrift without crew in the Bay of Biscay. A team from SMIT Salvage boarded 

her Monday and ran a tow line, saving her from grounding on the French coastline. 

 

 
Image credit: Audrey Alos / Twitter 

 

She was brought to Bilbao by the towing vessel Centaurus, escorted by the offshore supply 

vessel / tug Ria de Vigo and the spill response vessel Argonaute. Weather during the transit 

was much calmer than conditions over the weekend, with wind in the range of eight knots 

and swells to seven feet. The French Navy frigate Primauguet and the rescue tug Abeille 

Bourbon left the Express'  convoy Tuesday and made to return to their home port of Brest. 

 

The Express was ten miles off Bilbao on Tuesday night, but Spanish authorities and salvors 

chose to wait for daylight and improved visibility to bring her in. At the harbor entrance, 

additional towing vessels joined her for docking, and a team of eight salvors boarded her to 

handle lines. Video of tugs bringing her into the Port of Bilbao is available here. Her list was 

reportedly in the range of 50 degrees when she reached Bilbao. 

 

"[She] is in the port and . . . being docked at the shelter," said a spokesman for the Port of 

Bilbao on Wednesday. As of Wednesday afternoon, the towing vessel Centaurus was moored 

at a pier near Santurtzi, Bilbao; shoreside receivers have not picked up the Modern Express' 

AIS transmitter signal for some time. 

 

Following docking, SMIT salvors intend to inspect her and assess her condition, including 

cargo, and determine whether she must be unloaded before righting. Dismantling is not 
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among the options being considered at moment, French media say. The cause of the incident 

has not been determined. 

 

The listing Express issued a distress signal early last week at a position some 130 nm off Cape 

Ortegal, Galicia, in the British zone of SAR responsibility for the Bay of Biscay. The initial 

response was carried out by Spanish authorities, who safely evacuated her 22-man crew by 

helicopter. 

 

The Panama-flagged, 10,000 dwt vessel was under way from Gabon to Le Havre with cargo 

of "3,600 tons of wood in bundles and a dozen pieces of heavy machinery" at the time that 

she began to list, French authorities said. She is owned by Cido Shipping and operated by 

European Roro Lines, a specialist in ro/ro cargo to West Africa from Northern Europe. 

 

European media suggest that Bilbao may not have had the legal option to refuse entry to the 

Express. Under European Commission rules, a port of refuge must accept a vessel in distress 

under most circumstances: "unless it is considered dangerous, [the ship] cannot be rejected 

without inspection. The State receiving a request for a place of refuge may not refuse for 

purely commercial . . . financial or insurance [reasons].” 

 

Regulations regarding ports of refuge have been strengthened in the E.U. several times since 

the well-known incidents of the tanker Erika in 1999 and the tanker Prestige in 2002. In the 

latter case, the storm-damaged Prestige was refused entry to European ports and broke up 

at sea, spilling 20 million gallons of oil in the largest environmental disaster in Spanish history. 

A Spanish court recently found the captain of the Prestige responsible for the casualty, a 

controversial move resulting in outcry from multiple maritime organizations. 

 

[Maritime Executive] 

U.S.: Oil drilling off Atlantic coast under attack from 

environmentalists 

03/02/2016 

 

Environmentalists emboldened by President Barack Obama’s rejection of the Keystone XL 

pipeline are now trying to convince the administration to close a door it opened last year to 

allow oil drilling off the Atlantic coast. 

 

Activists on Wednesday delivered 2 million petitions to the White House opposing the proposed 

sale of drilling rights from Virginia to South Carolina. More than 100 cities and counties across 

the East Coast have passed resolutions opposing oil exploration and related activities off their 

coasts and environmentalists have enlisted at least 100 members of Congress. 

 

The action comes as the Interior Department works on a plan to govern offshore oil lease 

sales from mid-2017 to mid-2022. An initial draft, published last January, penciled in one sale 

of south Atlantic acreage, along with three auctions of oil leases near Alaska and 10 in the 
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Gulf of Mexico. That draft foreclosed auctions of territory along the West Coast and in the 

north and mid-Atlantic, from Maryland to Maine. 

 

“We are at a critical moment for the future of our coastal states,” Senator Ed Markey, a 

Democrat from Massachusetts, said in an e-mailed statement. “Right now, the Department of 

Interior is considering an offshore drilling plan that will put our beaches, our fishermen and 

our environment on the East Coast in the crosshairs for an oil spill that could devastate our 

shores and our economies.” 

 

Penultimate step 

 

When the Interior Department releases its proposal — the penultimate step before finalizing 

it later this year — conservationists and industry leaders expect the administration to further 

whittle down some of the Atlantic acreage that is up for grabs, likely shedding options in the 

south near the Carolinas, while leaving possible Arctic auctions on the table for now. 

 

“They’ve signaled pretty clearly they’re going to shrink the Atlantic portion quite a bit,” Athan 

Manuel, director of Sierra Club’s Lands Protection program, said by phone. But that modest 

scale-back isn’t enough for coastal residents worried about oil spills befouling beaches and 

environmentalists pushing a “keep it in the ground” approach to fossil fuels. 

 

“We want the certainty of having all those areas removed. We don’t want to leave it to the 

whims of the oil industry and what happens on the world market,” Manuel said. “These areas 

are special to us and should never have been put on the table in the first place.” 

 

Resident opposition 

 

Environmentalists want the administration to heed the concerns of local, coastal residents who 

have banded together in opposition — even when it conflicts with drilling-minded officials in 

southeastern statehouses. The governors of all four directly affected East Coast states — 

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia — support offshore drilling near their 

shores.  

 

The clash is especially stark in the political battleground of Virginia, where Democratic 

Governor Terry McAuliffe and Democratic Senators Mark Warner and Tim Kaine — all potential 

running mates for Hillary Clinton — have united to back oil lease sales. 

 

“The coastal communities are in lockstep together on this; even those outside the planning 

area in New Jersey in Florida are uniformly saying no — no drilling, no seismic, no anything,” 

Claire Douglass, a campaign director at the conservation group Oceana, said by phone. 

 

Spill fears 

 

Environmentalists say an oil spill in U.S. Atlantic waters would devastate the coastal economy, 

including tourism, fishing and recreational activities. But the oil industry highlights the 
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potential dividends — as much as $60 billion in added economic value for states from Delaware 

to Georgia, according to a 2014 report commissioned by the Interstate Policy Alliance and 

South Carolina’s Palmetto Policy Forum. 

 

Conservationists also view the dispute over Atlantic drilling as the major front in their fight 

against fossil fuels, which has seen victories in the past year, as world leaders agreed to a 

climate pact in Paris, the Environmental Protection Agency imposed its Clean Power Plan 

cutting greenhouse gas emissions from the power sector and the Obama administration halted 

new coal leasing on public land.  

 

Obama legacy 

 

“Over the past six months, we’ve made more progress on this issue than we’ve ever seen in 

our history,” League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski said in a conference 

call. Obama has made “amazing” strides, Karpinski said, and “now he has an opportunity to 

build on that legacy.” 

 

Oil companies such as BP Plc, ConocoPhillips and Exxon Mobil Corp. have pared their capital 

spending amid low crude and gas prices, raising the question of how much they could devote 

to snapping up new Atlantic leases even if an auction were held in 2021. But industry officials 

stress that when oil companies add to offshore portfolios, they are eyeing potential production 

and returns at least a decade in the future, only after initial exploratory drilling that yields 

discoveries, decisions to further invest and the construction of infrastructure to support the 

work. 

 

“Politics end up playing too much of a role in energy policy decisions,” API’s Milito said. “You 

have to get away from politics. This decision is actually not to have a lease sale in 2021, just 

include it in a plan as an option. It leaves open that opportunity when that time comes, to do 

further analysis and see if there’s interest there and move forward.” 

 

[Bloomberg News] 

Australia: Port Melville development on Tiwi Islands faces new 

legal challenge  

03/02/2016 

 

Environmental laws the Coalition toyed with changing in 2015 are now being used to challenge 

the port, constructed without environmental approval.  

 

Minister for the Environment Greg Hunt is being challenged in the Federal Court over a 

decision made late last year which conservationists argue jeopardises biodiversity in the 

pristine Tiwi Islands, around 80 kilometres offshore of Darwin. 
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Port Melville. Credit: Intract 

 

After striking controversy in May last year the development, known as Port Melville, was 

eventually given the go-ahead in late October, having been built almost entirely without 

Federal Government scrutiny. 

 

As New Matilda revealed in September 2015, Senior Department of Environment Officials 

briefed Minister Hunt on the possibility that the government had been illegally provided with 

‘false and misleading’ information. 

 

“If further action needs to be taken we will take it without fear or favour, no matter where 

the blame lies,” said Hunt, after a media storm engulfed the project, and Labor Senator Nova 

Peris demanded an investigation into the development in early 2015. 

 

But no further action was taken against the developers, and in the end Port Melville dodged 

the more stringent environmental protections associated with being declared a ‘controlled 

action’ under national environmental law. Instead a decision was made by Bruce Edwards, a 

senior Department official, that the development is not likely to have a significant impact on 

the environment if undertaken in a particular manner. Consequently, no environmental 

approval was required. 

 

On January 16, the Environment Centre Northern Territory quietly filed in the Federal Court 

to challenge this decision, and the less stringent environmental assessment and controls that 

were consequently placed on Port Melville. 
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The challenge is being brought using standing provisions under national environmental law 

which the Coalition is controversially attempting to repeal, to remove the ability of 

environmental groups to bring cases that challenge government decisions. Minister Hunt and 

the Department of Environment have not yet responded to requests for comment. 

 

David Morris, Principle Lawyer at the Northern Territory Environmental Defenders Office, said 

his client “doesn’t intend to speak publicly about [the case]at this time as it is before the court 

and in very early stages”. But documents filed with the Federal Court reveal Environment 

Centre NT is asking that the decision be quashed, and the port declared a ‘controlled action’ 

which requires a full environmental assessment and approval. 

 

According to AusGroup, the Singapore-listed owner of Port Melville, the development includes 

more than thirty million litres of diesel storage tanks, a 150-person accommodation village, 

and warehousing facilities, among other infrastructure. 

 

Ships up to 200 metres long – associated with offshore oil and gas, and potentially military 

ventures – will weigh anchor at Port Melville, on the Aboriginal-owned Tiwi Islands managed 

by the Tiwi Land Council. According to the Federal government 50 listed species – critically 

endangered, endangered, vulnerable, or migratory – stand to be impacted by Port Melville’s 

operations. The Tiwi Islands are recognised as being an internationally significant biodiversity 

hotspot by the Top End government. 

 

In the statement of claims, the Environment Centre NT states that ‘best practice’ measures 

the government has identified as a guide to govern how the port is operated, instead of more 

stringent approval conditions associated with ‘controlled actions’, are “vague, uncertain, and 

insufficiently defined”. 

 

The conservation group argues that the decision the government has imposed on the project 

“[does not]set out in detail clear, unambiguous, realistic and practical requirements that 

provide certainty in relation to reducing or avoiding impacts on the [Tiwi environment]”. 

 

The Federal government did impose some defined conditions, including that shipping 

movements through the narrow Apsley Strait must be limited to no more than 40 per month. 

However, the Environment Centre NT will argue that other “best practice” measures referred 

to – like those for minimising the risk posed by hazardous materials, bio-security and sediment 

control – “do not convey to the proponent, with reasonable clarity, what it is required to do, 

or what is required of it”. 

 

The statement of claim argues that there is insufficient certainty, and a lack of evidence, 

around how Port Melville will impact threatened or migratory species. It states that 

environmental controls placed on the project are “unclear, ambiguous and unrealistic in terms 

of audit and enforcement”. 

 

[New Matilda] 
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Sierra Leone: Parliament ratifies $120 million Freetown 

container terminal expansion 

03/02/2016 

 

Members of Parliament (MPs) yesterday unanimously ratified the Addendum No 4 to the 

Container Terminal concession agreement and the Freetown Terminal Share subscription 

between the Government of Sierra Leone and the Bollore Company. 

 

French investment and industrial 

holding conglomerate Bolloré Group 

has set in motion a USD 120 million 

project to extend the container 

terminal at the Port of Freetown in 

Sierra Leone. 

 

Bolloré Africa Logistics, a subsidiary 

of Bolloré Group, will expand the 

capacity of Freetown Terminal by 

building up a new 270-meter quay 

with a draft of 13 meters, backed by 

3.5 hectares of storage yard, taking 

the total capacity of the container terminal to 750,000 TEUs. 

 

Two new ship-to-shore gantries and four gantry cranes will be set up at the terminal with the 

goal of doubling the productivity within four years. The new quay will be operational within 

three years. 

 

Bolloré Africa Logistics, which has been managing the container terminal via the Freetown 

Terminal organisation since 2011, has already invested USD 37 million in yard rehabilitation 

and in the purchase of equipment to modernize the facility, enabling a volume increase of 

around 30% in the last four years 

 

[Awoko / World Maritime News] 

Why are our oceans so polluted?  

03/02/2016 

 

Water covers 70% of the planet’s surface. Unfortunately, the exponential growth in human 

population and the industrial explosion that has accompanied it has resulted in much of the 

ocean becoming polluted.  

 

In fact, a recent six-year study – Plastic Pollution in the World's Oceans: More than 5 Trillion 

Plastic Pieces Weighing over 250,000 Tons Afloat at Sea – concluded that there are currently 

more than 5.25 trillion pieces of plastic in our oceans – a staggering figure. 
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Much of this plastic is found in tiny forms, less than 5mm in diameter, which can be consumed 

by marine life and infiltrate their bloodstreams, causing a myriad health complications and 

potentially disrupting the food chain. Much of these microplastics are concentrate in 

particularly polluted region of the Pacific Ocean known as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. 

 

But how did this plastic get there in the first place? What other pollutants make their way into 

the sea, and how? 

 

Land to sea 

 

Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of ocean pollution begins life on land. Although plastics are 

sometimes improperly disposed of, this is not the primary method of their entering the sea. 

Instead, non-source pollution is to blame, which comes about as a result of run-off. 

 

Heavy rain and thunderstorms can swell river banks, flood landfills and carry off all manner of 

pollutants with it. In addition to the plastics named above, floodwater is responsible for picking 

up the infinitesimal amounts of oil that are dropped by each of the million vehicles on our 

roadways, which altogether and over time can add up to alarming levels. Carried off with it 

are countless other kinds of pollutants, including fertilisers and pesticides used in agriculture 

and residue from septic tanks. 

 

Even dirt can become a pollutant. When excessive amounts of soil find their way into the 

ocean, they can cloud the water and decrease its purity, thus adversely affecting the various 

forms of fauna and flora which live there. Dirt and topsoil from heavily ploughed fields or 

construction sites can cause even bigger problems. 

 

What can be done 

 

Since 80% of all ocean pollution comes directly from the land, it’s obvious that we must all 

make more concerted efforts to bring these figures down. As well as ensuring we all dispose 

of our waste responsibly and take all reasonable measures to prevent harmful run-off during 

times of heavy rain, there are also a number of technological techniques for minimising run-

off. 

 

One of these is the construction of artificial wetland areas, which serve to trap contaminants 

in false aquatic environments before it can reach the real ones. Innovative reed beds have 

been used to treat wastewater for decades – but now scientists are attempting to broaden 

their utility to cover run-off protection, as well. 

 

Monitoring ocean quality levels and investing in new and ground-breaking methods of 

reducing non-source pollution are the key to maintaining the cleanliness of our oceans. Only 

this way will we avoid disrupting the millions of creatures which call the sea their home and 

ruin the natural beauty of our planet. 

 

[Pollution Solutions] 
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Brazil: $384 million grain terminal in the Amazon to start 

exports in July 

03/02/2016 

 

Logistics firm Hidrovias do Brasil plans to start exporting from a new grain terminal in the 

Brazilian Amazon in July, serving international merchants, CEO Bruno Serapião said. 

 

Commodities traders Noble Agri and Holland's Nidera, both controlled by Chinese food giant 

COFCO, as well as Multigrain, a Brazilian subsidiary of Japan's Mitsui, signed long-term 

contracts to use the terminal on the Tapajos river in Para state, Serapião said in an interview. 

 

The 1.5 billion reais ($384 million) 

terminal in Miritituba will start 

receiving grains in February or 

March, and within five years will have 

the capacity to move up to 6.5 million 

tonnes, taking pressure off crowded 

southern ports, he said. 

 

The terminal will receive soybeans 

trucked up from top growing state 

Mato Grosso on the BR-163 highway 

to the banks of the Tapajos river, 

where they will be loaded onto 

barges sailed along the Amazon 

River to the coastal port of 

Barcarena. 

 

Even though BR-163 is a rough and not entirely paved road, the voyage costs less and is 

faster than trucking 2,000 kilometers (1,243 miles) from Mato Grosso to Brazil's main ports of 

Santos and Paranagua in the southeast, Serapião added. 

 

"Transport by waterway is more competitive," he said, adding that all work on the BR-163 

was expected to be complete by the end of the year. 

 

Hidrovias do Brasil follows Bunge in installing a terminal in Miritituba for exports through 

Barcarena. Bunge has the capacity to export 4 million tonnes per year through the route. 

Hidrovias do Brasil is controlled by Patria Investimentos' fund P2 Brasil, with participation from 

Canada's Alberto Investment Management Corporation (Aimco)and Singapore's Temasek 

Holdings. 

 

[Reuters] 
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Shipping emissions: IMO likely to consider target in April   

02/02/2016 

 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is set to consider an emissions target in April, 

says newly appointed head Kitack Lim. 

 

IMO is likely to consider a greenhouse gas emissions target for the sector this spring, its newly 

appointed chief told Climate Home. Kitack Lim, who took over from Japan’s Koji Sekimizu on 

1 January, answered questions by email. “Contributing to the fight against climate change is 

a top priority for IMO,” he wrote, “alongside maritime safety and security and the prevention 

of pollution into the marine environment from ships.” 

 

Emissions from ships account for around 3% of the global total. This is projected to reach 6-

15% by 2050 if the sector fails to act in line with national efforts. National governments agreed 

in Paris last December to hold global warming “well below 2C”, or to 1.5C if possible. But the 

deal did not directly address international shipping, leaving that to the IMO. 

 

Last year, the IMO’s environmental committee rejected a motion to start work on an emissions 

target. Sekimizu himself argued against capping carbon, on the basis it could constrain world 

trade. But the topic is “likely” to come up again at the IMO environmental committee’s next 

meeting in April, according to Lim. While the decision rests with member states, he said: “I 

think that IMO will be able to agree on the appropriate way forward.” 

 

Bill Hemmings, campaigner at Brussels-based NGO Transport & Environment, urged Lim to 

turn the committee “from a talkshop to a forum for action”. “No sector can continue emitting 

at the rate of growth of either shipping or aviation without completely jeopardising the 1.5 

degree – and earlier 2 degree – target,” he said. 

 

“Lazy efforts won’t cut it. In short, the time for business as usual at the IMO is over and in 

that sense the arrival of the new secretary general is met with great anticipation.” 

 

Progress in greening the global fleet has been slow, despite the existence of cost-effective 

fuel-saving technology, according to think tank the New Climate Economy. Asked about the 

biggest obstacles to cutting ship emissions, Lim identified commercial and technical barriers. 

 

IMO is prioritising two initiatives to help developing countries deliver on energy efficiency 

regulations: GloMEEP, a partnership with the Global Environment Facility and UN development 

body, and a €10 million global network of technology centres funded by the European 

Commission. 

 

“Through these activities, and others, IMO will be helping to transfer know-how to those 

countries that need it,” Lim said. “This, increasingly, will be the Organization’s focus in the 

future, as IMO looks to play a leading role in the drive towards a sustainable maritime sector.” 
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Tristan Smith, shipping and climate change expert at University College London (UCL), 

cautiously welcomed these first steps. “Rome wasn’t built in a day and shipping’s challenging 

transition and inevitable decarbonisation won’t occur as a result of two projects,” he told 

Climate Home. “But we need to start somewhere and the secretary general’s recognition of 

the need to address developing world capacity and technology is important.” 

 

[Climate Home] 

South Korea: Loss-making Hyundai Merchant Marine plans 

asset sale 

02/02/2016 

 

Hyundai Merchant Marine Co. (HMM), is resurrecting an asset-sale plan in an effort to stave 

off bankruptcy as it reels from a crisis in the shipping industry brought on by slowing global 

trade, says WSJ. 

 

Hyundai Merchant has posted a net loss for four consecutive quarters through Sept. 30. It is 

struggling under a 7 trillion won ($5.8 billion) debt. The Seoul-based company plans to seek 

another buyer for its majority stake in stock brokerage Hyundai Securities Co Ltd and other 

shipping facilities to raise cash and repay maturing debt. 

 

Korea's 21st largest family-controlled conglomerate, which is widely known for its now-defunct 

North Korea tourism project, has pledged to do everything it can to raise cash to bolster HMM's 

deteriorating bottom line. HMM's talks to sell its entire 22.4 percent stake in the brokerage to 

Japan's Orix Corp for about 647 billion won ($535.83 million) fell apart late last year, the 

spokesman said.   

 

Shipping lines worldwide have been selling assets, cutting workers and considering 

consolidation to stem losses as years of slowing global trade and overcapacity eat into rates.  

 

[MarineLink] 

Egypt: Transport sector set for boost with multimodal and 

transshipment capacity 

02/02/2016 

 

One major advantage of the $8bn expansion of the Suez Canal will be the scope for increased 

revenues, with the new shipping lane allowing for a sizeable increase in traffic transiting the 

canal. 

 

However, the expanded waterway is only one component of a broader push by the 

government to use what remains – after 150 years – one of the world’s primary shipping 

routes as a platform for encouraging broader improvements in the country’s transport sector. 
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Achieving this requires the building of trans-shipment centres, manufacturing zones, and 

stronger intermodal linkages, but if executed properly, it would allow Egypt to increase its 

share of the processing, repackaging, consumption and redistribution of world trade. 

 

“The ambitious Suez Canal Regional Development project, the flagship of the government’s 

investment recovery programme, will provide many opportunities for investors as it sets the 

stage to enlarge and cement Egypt’s role as a global trading and logistics hub,” President 

Abdel Fattah El Sisi said as he welcomed the international investment community to the Egypt 

Economic Development Conference in Sharm El Sheikh in March 2015. 

 

Land, river and domestic transport 

 

The value of using the expanded canal as a lever for improving inter-modal connectivity, 

supply chain infrastructure and logistical operations is clear, in light of the burden exporters 

face currently in Egypt. 

 

In the 2015 Logistics Performance Index, published by the World Bank, Egypt ranked number 

62 (out of 160 countries), behind countries such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, but ahead of 

Jordan and Kenya. Egypt scores especially low in infrastructure and Customs, but higher in 

logistics competence and tracking and tracing. 

 

Infrastructure is also an issue. According to industry sources, 96% of transportation is by 

truck, 4% by rail and only 1% by river. This leads to high congestion and delays, while security 

risk is more elevated than in markets such as the UAE, leading to increased costs and 

insurances rates. 

 

Fuel subsidy 

 

In addition, while efforts by companies such as Nile Logistics, a subsidiary of Qalaa Holding, 

are under way to expand the use of river transport, the current fuel subsidy makes it difficult 

to ensure cost-competitiveness. If the price of diesel is allowed to increase to market rates, 

river transportation would be cheaper than truck transportation and the market share numbers 

would change considerably. “With the increase in diesel, river transport will become the story”, 

said Mohamed Mashhour, chief operating officer of Nile Cargo. 

 

Some improvements have been observed on the domestic side. While insurance rates 

increased during the political instability, they are now dropping as economic and social stability 

sets in. 

 

Investments 

 

Egypt Post, meanwhile, is becoming more active in logistics, especially in the delivery of goods 

that have been purchased online. And while many are staying away from domestic delivery 

due to the cost and complications, some private sector investment is being made. 
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Aramex, the Dubai-based international transport company, announced that it was set to 

commit LE150m ($20.4m) to increasing its storage capacity in Egypt. The company will add a 

total of 28,000 sq metres of capacity to its storage capacity of 106,000 sq metres at 6th of 

October City and Borg El Arab.. 

 

In 2014, DHL made a significant commitment, inaugurating a new facility at Cairo International 

Airport in late 2014. The investment totalled LE400m ($54.5m). The new facility has the 

capacity to process some 60,000 shipments a day. Because of the convenience of the location 

and the low cost of doing business in Egypt, DHL sees its facility in Cairo as a potential hub 

for North Africa and the Middle East, and it competes well with the likes of Dubai. Cairo could 

also begin to take some business from its European operation. The cost of storage is much 

less expensive in Egypt than at any European airports. 

 

The key, the company says, is the support from the government and the priority that logistics 

has been given. “Egypt is in a prime location,” said Ahmed Elfangary, DHL country manager 

in Egypt. “We are looking at the country becoming a hub.” 

 

Suez Canal Zone 

 

As a result, the potential ancillary benefits of the new, larger Suez Canal are significant, in 

terms of reducing both cost and delays for Egyptian exporters. The expansion of the Suez 

Canal was achieved in record time, with the project wrapping up in around a year. However, 

based on the government’s proposed plans for the canal, that expansion is only one 

component of turning the region into a single integrated logistics system, with major ports at 

either end and opportunistic capacity built along the way. 

 

The project, known as the Suez Canal Zone (SCZ one), will have an estimated 100 sq km of 

port and logistics areas. Overall, the SCZ one is expected to represent one-third of the nation’s 

economy in 10 years’ time, Ashraf Salman, the minister of investment, told local press in March 

2015. 

 

Increasing efficiency 

 

According to Professor Khaled El Sakty published in the Journal of Supply Chain Management, 

Vol 8, No 1 (2014), transforming the canal from a cargo gateway to a logistics hub will involve 

the creation of a number of systems, the improvement of processes and increased efficiencies. 

The canal will have to deal with complex transportation flows, while it must also lower 

transportation times, integrate supply chains and reduce waste. 

 

The paper discusses six pillars that need to be developed in order to transform the Suez Canal 

region into an international logistics hub: transport, trade, tourism, renewable energy, human 

development and industrial complexes.  

 

Included in the SCZ one plan is East Port Said, which will act as a trans-shipment centre with 

multimodal logistics facilities, with a total of 1000 ha set aside for the relevant tasks. Further 
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south, the city of Ismailia will act as the administrative centre for the zone. Dry ports will be 

located at Ismailia (120 ha) and at 10th of Ramadan City (210 ha) to aid in the import and 

export of goods.  

 

Three projects have been proposed in Ismailia: a tunnel under the canal, a technology valley, 

and industrial and logistical areas. Port Said East Port will have a double-track railway 

connecting it to the rest of the country, as well as ship repair, cold-chain logistics and a river 

information system. It will create intermodal chains and facilitate re-export and trans-

shipment. The expansion will include fully integrated container terminals supported with a 

yard capacity of 15,120 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), which will be boosted to 20m 

TEUs by 2050. Other planned additions include a general cargo and dry bulk terminal, a 

dedicated area for automotive products and a bulk terminal for liquids. 

 

In addition, on the Red Sea, Ain Sokhna will have a 680-metre-wide entrance to the Gulf of 

Suez, an 18-metres-deep basin, a container terminal with a total length of 2200 metres, a 

1.39-sq-km container yard and 22,000 TEUs of ground slots. 

 

Considerable international assistance has been offered. In November 2015, the Port of 

Singapore Authority and the Egyptian Ministry of Transportation signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) agreeing to work together on the development and operation of 

Egyptian ports. The goal of the MoU is to “transfer of expertise, knowledge and technology 

from Singapore’s ports to the various Egyptian ports like Alexandria and Damietta and the 

training of Egyptian cadres in this”. 

 

Grain and food  

 

One facet of the efforts to improve distribution and supply chains within the country, and 

more broadly reduce costs and delays for the import and export of goods, is the expansion of 

logistics, warehousing and storage capacity for commodities. Egypt is also the world’s largest 

importer of grain and wants to leverage that position and turn it into a strength by becoming 

a global logistics centre for these commodities. 

 

In late 2014 Khaled Hanafy, the minister of supply and internal trade, said that three 

international logistics parks for food are to be built in Damietta, East Port Said and Safaga at 

an estimated cost of LE13bn ($1.8bn), increasing storage capacity from 2.5m tonnes to 7.5m 

tonnes. Total capacity will hit 65m tonnes a year. The minister said that the facilities would 

be used for the import, export, manufacturing and storage of a wide variety of agricultural 

products, including wheat, corn, oils, soybeans, and raw and refined sugar. He noted that 

these logistics centres would work well with a planned commodities exchange. 

 

International interest 

 

Egypt has been receiving international support in its efforts to become a logistics hub for food 

products. It has been meeting with Chinese officials to improve its relevant expertise, while 

the UAE has committed to financing a total of 25 wheat silos. 
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France-based Louis Dreyfus Commodities, a global trader and processor of agricultural 

products, announced in April 2015 that it is interested in investing in the Damietta logistics 

centre, which will handle and trade food commodities and grains. According to Amwal Al Ghad 

magazine, the company is considering the construction of a number of silos for wheat storage 

at the logistics centre. 

 

Others are also interested in participating in the agricultural logistics centre. Mulmix of Italy 

has said that it wants to be involved in the project, in addition to entities from across Europe, 

Asia and North America, including Russia, Saudi Arabia, China and the US, according to Trade 

Arabia. Bulgaria, for example, has expressed an interest in the centre as well, and is looking 

to use Egypt as a hub for the distribution of wheat to African markets. 

 

[Oxford Business Group] 

One of Africa’s biggest dams is falling apart 

02/02/2016 

  

Despite efforts to slow the facility’s decline and correct structural problems, Kariba Dam is 

crumbling; a dam collapse at the site would prove disastrous for the entire region.  

 

 
Credit: Jekesai Njikizana / AFP / Getty 

 

The new year has not been kind to the hydroelectric-dam industry. On January 11th, the New 

York Times reported that Mosul Dam, the largest such structure in Iraq, urgently requires 
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maintenance to prevent its collapse, a disaster that could drown as many as five hundred 

thousand people downstream and leave a million homeless. Four days earlier, the energy 

minister of Zambia declared that Kariba Dam, which straddles the border between his country 

and Zimbabwe, holding back the 

world’s largest reservoir, was in 

“dire” condition. An unprecedented 

drought threatens to shut down the 

dam’s power production, which 

supplies nearly half the nation’s 

electricity. 

 

The news comes as more and more 

of the biggest hydroelectric-dam 

projects around the world are being 

cancelled or postponed. In 2014, 

researchers at Oxford University 

reviewed the financial performance 

of two hundred and forty-five dams 

and concluded that the “construction 

costs of large dams are too high to 

yield a positive return.” Other forms 

of energy generation—wind, solar, 

and miniature hydropower units that 

can be installed inside irrigation canals—are becoming competitive, and they cause far less 

social and environmental damage. And dams are particularly ill-suited to climate change, 

which simultaneously requires that they be larger (to accommodate the anticipated floods) 

and smaller (to be cost-effective during the anticipated droughts). 

 

Kariba’s difficulties are very complicated. It has been nearly incapacitated by ongoing drought, 

which has lowered the reservoir’s volume to twelve per cent of its usual capacity. But if the 

reservoir is refilled, the dam faces the possibility of collapse. It was built in the late nineteen-

fifties, and in the years since water flowing through the dam’s six floodgates has carved a 

three-hundred-foot-deep pit, or plunge pool, at its base. The plunge pool extends to within a 

hundred and thirty feet of the dam’s foundation; if it reaches the foundation, the dam will 

collapse. That seems hard to imagine now, with the reservoir at a record-low level. But the 

Zambezi River Basin, on which the dam sits, is the most susceptible of Africa’s thirteen basins 

to exceptional droughts and floods, and climate change is intensifying both. 

 

Kariba’s collapse would constitute an epochal event in the history of energy development—

the dam industry’s Chernobyl. The ensuing torrent would be four times bigger than the 

Zambezi’s biggest recorded flood, in 1958, and would release enough water to knock over 

another major dam three hundred miles downstream, in Mozambique. At least three million 

people live in the flood’s path; most would die or lose their crops or possessions. About forty 

per cent of the electricity-generating capacity of twelve southern African nations would be 

eliminated. 
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The dam, four hundred and twenty feet tall and nearly two thousand feet wide, was built with 

financing from the World Bank to provide power for the copper mines of what was then 

Northern Rhodesia. The designers intended to make the dam impervious to a one-in-ten-

thousand-year flood, but their calculations were based on only three decades of Zambezi flow 

data—a period too short to permit credible forecasting. This flaw became apparent in 1957, 

when the site, still under construction, was hit with a flood bigger than the designers’ worst-

case projection. The planners hurriedly enlarged the spillway, but in 1958 the project was hit 

by another flood, twice as big as the previous one, so the spillway was expanded again. More 

recent projections, cited by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, indicate that the 

Zambezi River Basin will experience still drier and more prolonged droughts and even bigger 

floods in years to come. 

 

Since the nineteen-nineties, Kariba’s operators have been allowed to open only three of the 

dam’s six floodgates at a time, for fear of enlarging the plunge pool. If the reservoir fills to a 

dangerous level, the operators face two options: allow water to flow over the top of the dam 

and tumble down its face, threatening the foundation, or, more likely, open more than three 

floodgates, causing the plunge pool to expand. To head off a catastrophe, the World Bank 

and other international lenders agreed in November of 2014 to provide a loan of nearly three 

hundred million dollars to repair it, stating that the project requires “immediate attention.” 

 

But “immediate” means decades, not years. “It takes a long time to carry out the necessary 

due diligence and secure the financing for a complex project like this,” Munyaradzi 

Munodawafa, the chief executive of the Zambezi River Authority, which operates Kariba, told 

me in an e-mail. “We’re looking at a fifteen- to twenty-year process, in which we are five years 

under way.” To repair the dam, workers will enlarge the plunge pool downstream, to reduce 

erosion near the foundation. But it’s not certain to work, and major flooding could occur before 

the repairs are completed. 

 

The World Bank and other international financiers like dams because they seem to offer large-

scale solutions to energy and water shortages. Kariba is just one of more than two thousand 

large dams in Africa; Zimbabwe, one of the world’s poorest nations, has at least two hundred 

and fifty-four. But maintaining a dam is expensive—and much less popular than building one. 

Even in affluent countries such as the United States—whose dam infrastructure is in sufficient 

disrepair to have earned a “D” rating from the American Society of Civil Engineers, in 2013—

maintenance is often neglected; it’s not likely to fare better in impoverished, corruption-ridden 

countries such as Zimbabwe or Iraq. Dams can’t be drained, and dismantling them can be as 

costly as building them. It’s the trap of Industrial Age technology: once mechanized systems 

supplant natural ones, they must be managed in perpetuity, or else they break down. 

 

[The New Yorker] 
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U.S.: Port of Los Angeles TraPac terminal fails pollution-

reduction requirements — again 

02/02/2016 

 

For the second time in recent months, city officials say the Port of Los Angeles has failed to 

meet pollution-reduction requirements at a shipping terminal. 

 

The TraPac terminal near Wilmington did not comply with air quality improvement measures 

the city adopted years ago, including mandates that massive cargo ships shut down their 

engines and plug into shore-based electricity while docked to reduce harmful diesel emissions, 

a recent audit by the city-owned port found, the Los Angeles Times reported. 

 

Port officials acknowledged last fall that they had failed for years to enforce similar mandates 

at the China Shipping North America terminal near San Pedro. Between them, TraPac and 

China Shipping handle about one-third of the containers moving through the port. 

 

Despite emissions reductions in recent years, the Los Angeles-Long Beach port complex 

remains the largest single air pollution source in Southern California, with diesel-fueled cargo 

ships and trucks among the top contributors, The Times reported. 

 

According to documents released last week under the California Public Records Act, ships 

plugged in to shore power at the TraPac terminal just 53 percent of the time in 2015, far 

below the requirement of 80 percent. 

 

The port also failed to ensure that all yard equipment at the terminal ran on the cleanest 

possible Tier 4 diesel engines by 2014 as required by the city, the port’s review found, 

according to The Times. By that year, only 105 of 135 pieces of equipment met those 

emissions standards, according to the port. 

 

Gene Seroka, the port’s executive director since 2014, blamed the shortcomings on 

construction work that prevented ships from using shore power and on last year’s labor-related 

congestion problems, which left more than two dozen ships waiting in the waters outside the 

port. 

 

[MyNewsLA.com] 

Arctic Council urged to ban heavy fuel oil in the Arctic 

02/02/2016 

 

A group of fifteen environment groups delivered a letter to the Arctic Council renewing a call 

on the involved nations to ban the use of heavy fuel oil in the Arctic. 
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The use of heavy fuel oil by shipping in the Arctic could have disastrous consequences. 

Banning this fuel would protect the region’s rich wildlife, improve human health and benefit 

the climate. 

 

 
 

“We believe that measures are desperately needed to reduce the environmental impacts from 

Arctic shipping, and that a logical place to focus attention is vessel fuel quality,” said the letter 

from 15 international environmental groups to the Arctic Council.  

 

“The risks to the marine environment, the climate, and public health are too great to permit 

the continued use of (heavy fuel oil) in Arctic shipping,” said the letter from the following 

NGOs: 

 

 Antarctic and Southern Ocean 

Coalition  

 Audubon Alaska  

 Clean Air Task Force 

 Defenders of Wildlife 

 Earthjustice 

 Environmental Investigation 

Agency 

 

 Friends of the Earth  

 NRDC – Ocean Conservancy 

 Ocean Conservation Research  

 Oceana 

 Pacific Environment 

 Seas at Risk 

 Transport & Environment 

 WWF Global Arctic Programme 

 

[GREEN4SEA]   

Arctic: COSCO and ABS plan to explore navigation in Northwest 

Passage 

02/02/2016 

 

COSCO and classification society American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) have signed a 

cooperation agreement to expand COSCO’s use of the Northeast Passage for more regular 
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trading, explore navigation in Northwest Passage, and develop ice-classed vessel types 

appropriate for Trans-Arctic shipping. The parties will begin by establishing a cooperative 

initiative on Arctic Shipping Technology Development.  

 

 
Northeast Passage 

 

Changing climate conditions have opened new operational and trading opportunities in 

previously unnavigable areas, and these new opportunities are attractive to the shipping 

industry. Using the Northern Sea Route for a voyage between the principal Asian and European 

ports reduces the distance by nearly 4,000 miles compared to the traditional route through 

the Suez Canal. 

 

[GREEN4SEA] 

Ships' noise is serious problem for killer whales and dolphins 

02/02/2016 

 

Low-frequency noise is known to affect baleen whales but high-frequency din from vessels is 

harming endangered orcas’ ability to communicate and find prey. 

 

Noise emanating from passing ships may disturb animals such as killer whales and dolphins 

far more than previously thought, with new research showing that the animals’ communication 

and ability to find prey could be hampered by the underwater din. 

   

The low rumble of passing ships has long been connected to the disturbance of large whales. 

But US researchers have documented persistent noise also occurring at medium and higher 

frequencies, including at 20,000Hz where killer whales, also known as orcas, hear best. 
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An endangered female orca leaps from the water while breaching in Puget Sound west of Seattle. Photograph: Elaine 

Thompson/AP 

 

These noise disturbances could be hindering the ability of killer whales to communicate and 

echolocate – the process of using sound to bounce off objects such as prey and identify where 

they are. Dolphins and porpoises, which also operate at higher frequencies, may be suffering 

the same problems. 

 

The findings - Ship noise extends to frequencies used for echolocation by endangered killer 

whales - published in PeerJ, suggest that the noise could well affect the endangered 

population of killer whales that are found near the shipping lanes. A population of just 84 killer 

whales forage up the US west coast and into Puget Sound. 

 

“The main concern of this is that even a slight increase in sound may make echolocation more 

difficult for whales,” said Scott Veirs of Beamreach, who led the research. “That’s worrying 

because their prey, chinook salmon, is already quite scarce. Hearing a click off a salmon is 

probably one of the most challenging things a killer whale does. Hearing that subtle click is 

harder if there’s a lot of noise around you.” 

 

The researchers used underwater microphones to measure the noise created by about 1,600 

individual ships as they passed through Haro Strait, in Washington state. The two-year study 

captured the sound made by 12 different types of vessel, including cruise ships, container 

ships and military vehicles, that passed through the strait about 20 times a day. 

 

Some ships are quieter than others but the average intensity of noise next to all the ships was 

173 underwater decibels, equivalent to 111 decibels through the air – about the sound of a 

loud rock concert. Whales are not usually located right next to ships and so would be subjected 

to noise of about 60 to 90 decibels – around the level of a lawnmower or a vacuum cleaner. 
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Veirs said scientists have already identified the impact of underwater noise upon baleen 

whales – a class of fauna containing the largest animals on Earth. But the new research 

underlines the threat posed to smaller whales, dolphins and porpoises. 

 

 
A new baby orca whale is seen swimming alongside an adult whale in the Haro Strait in Washington state. Photograph: Dave 

Ellifrit/AP 

 

“Ships have been thought of as low-frequency sources of noise, like the rumbling of trucks or 

trains,” he said. “Most noise is at that low frequency but the background noise of the ocean 

is raised even in the high frequencies. This could be causing a significant problem that we 

need to look into more.” 

 

There are several knock-on consequences of a noisy marine environment. Whales may have 

to group together more closely in order to hear each other. And should they fail to find prey 

as effectively, they will need to use up their stores of excess blubber. This is problematic as 

this blubber often contains manmade pollutants that are toxic to whales if released fully into 

their systems. 

 

Veirs said more work needs to be done to identify how badly the noise is affecting whales and 

also to quieten the ships that pass near the cetaceans.  

 

“It should be easy to reduce noise pollution,” he said. “Military ships are quite a bit quieter 

and there could be straightforward ways of transferring that technology to the commercial 

fleet. Another way to reduce noise is to slow down. Decreasing speed by six knots could 

decrease noise intensity by half.” 
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While the fortunes of some whale species, such as humpbacks and blue whales, have 

improved as whaling has declined, others are still under threat from a range of factors. Last 

week, the US federal government protected nearly 40,000 square miles of the Atlantic in an 

attempt to avoid losing the critically endangered North Atlantic right whale, a species with just 

500 individuals left. 

 

In Europe, killer whales are carrying dangerously high levels of banned PCB chemicals in their 

blubber. Scientists are still trying to determine whether pollutants caused the death of five 

sperm whales that became stranded on the east coast of Britain in January.  

 

Meanwhile, around the coast of Australia, whales face an increased threat from ship strikes 

and oil and gas drilling, as well as Japan’s recent pledge to resume whaling in Antarctic waters. 

 

[The Guardian] 

UK: Shipowners call for reform of ship register 

02/02/2016 

 

Speaking at last night’s annual dinner of the UK Chamber of Shipping (CoS), president Tom 

Boardley called for “real, tangible reform” of the UK Ship Register. 

 

“We need a ship register that we can be proud of,” he said. “We need standards to be 

maintained but levels of customer service to improve substantially. We need an MCA (Maritime 

& Coastguard Agency) that actively courts business.” 

 

By joining the UK flag there would be knock-on benefits in greater employment of UK seafarers 

and use of UK-based maritime services, added Boardley, who is also evp of Lloyd’s Register. 

 

Reform of the Ship Register and its separation from the MCA was one of the recommendations 

of the UK Maritime Growth Study (MGS) drawn up by the UK Government in consultation with 

industry. 

 

The CoS president welcomed the work already done in implementing the study’s findings but 

said more needed to be done. In particular, he called on the Government to double the current 

level of its funding for the SMART training scheme for UK seafarers – a proposal which drew 

a spontaneous applause from the 750 diners, the event’s largest number of attendees for a 

decade. 

 

In reply, UK Shipping Minister Robert Goodwill pointed out that “already the MCA has taken 

action to separate the Registry from its other functions”, and that a new director of the UK 

Shipping Register, ex Bibby Line executive Simon Barham, would be joining this month. 

 

Gross tonnage under the UK flag had in fact increased 9% over the last year, there had been 

small increase in the number of UK seafarers, and a further “efficiency study’ at the MCA was 
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to be undertaken shortly, continued the Minister, stressing “the government’s determination 

to deliver the changes promised in the MGS.” 

 

However, the CoS has already warned that slight increases - such as in UK seafarer numbers 

- at time of a growing world fleet in fact mask a relative decline of the UK’s maritime stature.  

 

Sources who Seatrade Maritime News spoke to at the dinner confirmed the view of an MCA 

that was doing a good job but was severely under-resourced, and of a UK Ship Register that 

could be “overly prescriptive” at times, in “unreconstructed civil service vein”. Instead the 

Register needed to take leaf out of the book of other Red Ensign flags like the Isle of Man and 

become “more owner receptive,” was one typical view. 

 

[Seatrade Maritime News] 

Container shipping sector faces $5 billion loss this year 

02/02/2016 

 

The container shipping industry is likely to come in for another very difficult year, losing up to  

$5bn, according to shipping investor analyst Drewry Maritime Equity Research (DMER). 

 

An investor note soaked in pessimism, described an industry faced with structural overcapacity 

that is likely to be sustained this year and weak demand. Freight rates are likely to remain 

volatile and weak and investors are leaving the sector in droves. DMER revealed that “broad-

based” investor sales of container shipping stocks, that accelerated in the latter part of last 

year, had wiped $17bn from the cumulative capitalisation of the listed companies it covers. 

 

“While the industry remained profitable in the third quarter of 2015, margins trended 

downwards and the outlook for Q4 2015 and for 2016 is bleak. Drewry estimates an industry 

loss of up to $5bn for 2016. 

 

“The reasons for the pessimistic outlook include downgrades to both loaded container traffic 

and average freight rates, with extra OPEX [operating expense] pressures from higher bunker 

prices, ship lay-ups, empty container repositioning from expanding trade imbalances and M&A 

integration,” it said. 

 

DMER warned that while liner shipping companies might turn to consolidation as a “corrective 

measure”, this was unlikely to be seen as attractive by investors, due to the low values 

currently attached to possible acquisition targets. It said that while the proposed $2.4bn 

takeover of NOL by CMA CGM “suggests the book value on the higher side if set against the 

current industry average of 0.8x, it looks low in comparison with two other major deals 

concluded in 2005”. 
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The low valuations are due to the difficulty liner shipping companies have had in turning a 

profit, given that operational returns “have been thin amidst substantial debt hangovers from 

the aftershock of the 2009 crash”, which deters owners from selling until values recover. 

 

“Investor sentiment seems pessimistic: while the container shipping industry anticipates a 

bout of M&A activity, investors do not seem to be too enthused about it. In fact, share prices 

of all companies under our coverage, with the exception of NOL, continued falling during 

December, when the NOL deal was announced, suggesting the deal had no positive influence 

on the sector. 

 

“Further, share prices of the parties involved in the COSCO/CSCL merger slumped immediately 

after the four-month suspension on trading was lifted. Such lack of enthusiasm from investors 

indicates that the current M&A decision appears to be based more on opportunity than 

immediate financial rationale,” it said. 

 

[The Loadstar] 

Timor-Leste: Bolloré Group to build and operate deep-water 

container terminal at Tibar Bay 

01/02/2016 

 

Following an international invitation to tender, the authorities of Timor-Leste, advised by the 

International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group, have chosen the 

Bolloré Group to build and operate a deep-water container terminal at Tibar Bay near the 

capital Dili under a public-private partnership (PPP) agreement.  

 

 
Artist view of new Tibar terminal 
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Since 2012, the IFC is providing advisory services to the Government of Timor-Leste to 

structure and implement the PPP project for the Tibar Bay terminal at the amazing cost of 

$2.9 million – in line with its mission statement ‘Creating opportunity where it's needed most’.  

 

IFC assistance covers all project pre-investment activities including due diligence review, 

transaction structuring, marketing and promotion, contract preparation and development of 

bid/tender documents, as well as supporting the client during the bidding process up to the 

award of the concession contract. 

 

In 2011/12, in the framework of the IFC advisory services, Hamburg Port Consulting (HPC) 

prepared a draft Port Concept Master Plan for the Tibar Bay PPP project with a provisional 

layout as shown below. 

 

 
Source: IFC 

 

In May 2014 four prequalified bidders were requested to present proposals for the Tibar Bay 

terminal project:  

 Mota-Engil – Ambiente e Serviço, SGPS, S.A. (MEAS) 

 Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company (P&O), owned by DP World 

 International Container Terminal Services Inc. (ICTSI)  

 Bolloré Africa Logistics (Bolloré AL) 
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MEAS and ICTSI entered the race but did not present bids. The proposals of P&O and Bolloré 

AL were opened in September 2015. End of November Rui Maria de Araújo, the prime minister 

of Timor-Leste, announced he expected a final agreement to be signed with the Bolloré Group 

in the first half of 2016. 

 

The terminal will be built at Tibar Bay, located on the north coast about 10 kilometers west of 

Dili. Tibar offers good water depth and sheltered conditions. The project involves the 

construction of a 630 m quay with a draught of 15 m, and a 24-hectare yard. The PPP will be 

for a 30-year term. The project is expected to create over 350 direct jobs and enable new 

businesses to set up in the future port zone. 

 

The initial development cost of the terminal is estimated to be about US$424 million, of which 

the government would contribute US$346 million and would seek private sector investment 

of US$79 million. 

 

[Sources: American Journal of Transport / macauhub / IFC / Global Construction Review] 

Transshipment hubs in the new panamax era: The role of the 

Caribbean  

01/02/2016 

 

Transshipment hubs are perhaps the most critical component in container shipping networks. 

Transshipment enables traffic consolidation and the related scale economies in ship size, 

rationalization of shipping routes and adjustment of ship capacity to traffic density, and 

expanding the number of ports covered by the shipping network. 

 

The study Transshipment hubs in the new panamax era: The role of the Caribbean of Jean-

Paul Rodrigue (Dept. of Global Studies & Geography, Hofstra University, New York, USA) and 

Asaf Ashar (National Ports and Waterways Initiative, University of New Orleans, USA) provides 

an assessment of the current state of transshipment with a particular reference to the potential 

impacts of the expansion of the Panama Canal on this activity in the Caribbean basin.  

 

While US East Coast ports are expecting an increase in the size of ships deployed on the 

through-Panama services following the Canal expansion from the current Panamax to post-

Panamax ships, it is argued that substituting direct calling by feedering and expanded 

transshipment activities in Caribbean hubs is more likely. This transformation in service pattern 

will be gradual, however.  

 

In the first period after the expansion the present direct calling is expected to continue, since 

post-Panamax ships initially deployed on through-Panama services will not differ much than 

those on through-Suez services already calling the US. The transformation will take place 

mainly in the second period, 5 to 10 years after the expansion, when larger ships, defined as 

New Panamax (NPX), which cannot be efficiently handled by US East Coast ports, will be 
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deployed. Accordingly, a substantial growth in transshipment in the Caribbean Region will take 

place especially during the second period. 

 

[PortEconomics] 

Myanmar: IFC to extend $200 million financing for 

modernization of Myanmar Industrial Port  

01/02/2016 

 

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group, is increasing 

its exposure in Myanmar. It is looking to inject $200 million, in the form of debt financing, to 

Myanmar Industrial Port (MIP) in central Yangon. 

 

 
Credit: MIP 

 

In its third disclosed investment proposal in the region in less than six months, the project 

financing will also count as IFC’s first investment in transport infrastructure. 

 

The financing is composed of $40 million as loan, $40 million as convertible C loan and $120 

million in parallel loans, according to IFC’s investment disclosure. The funding will be used to 

modernize MIP and help to unlock its potential in global maritime trade. 

 

“Significant long-term US dollar financing is not currently easily available in Myanmar. IFC’s 

proposed investment is to provide long term funding, which is in line with the long term nature 

of the assets of the company,” it said, in its filing. Besides, IFC’s backing will also encourage 

more private players and lenders to finance the project. 

 

MIP is a terminal with a total quay length of 310 m that can handle two container ships at one 

time. It is located within the port area on the Yangon River in central Yangon city with good 

access to land transportation. The Myanmar Annawa Swan Arshin Group Co. Ltd. built MIP 

between 2000 and 2003 under a BOT system.  
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Since 2012 the company is 

enlarging and developing the 

terminal at the site of the old 

Ahlone shipyard adjacent to the 

terminal facilities of Asia World 

Port Terminal (AWPT) in a joint 

venture with the Ministry of 

Transport (MOT). In the fiscal 

year 2014/15 MIP handled about 

278,000 teu.  

 

Apart from encouraging other 

players to invest in the country’s 

infrastructure, IFC’s backing will help the company to manage potential regulatory risks as 

also improve its corporate governance standards. 

 

[Sources: Eleven Media / Deal Street Asia / IFC] 

What container trade is top of the league for volatility? 

01/02/2016 

 

Spot market container freight rate volatility intensified in 2015. Here’s Drewry’s statistical 

analysis of the headhaul East-West container trades to rank the winners and losers. 

 

Weekly spot rates in the East-West container trades have continued their now well-worn 

pattern in the first weeks of 2016; a sudden spike at the start of the month induced by some 

headline-grabbing General Rate Increase (often in the region of $1,000 per teu, and 

sometimes higher) from carriers, followed by the inevitable backslide as the month progresses. 

 

The World Container Index – a joint venture between Drewry and Cleartrade Exchange – 

reported that its weighted-average index of 11 East-West lanes increased by 67% in the first 

week of January. That gain, equivalent to $1,225 per teu, was sustained in the second week 

but thereafter two successive decreases wiped out nearly 60% of the initial hike. 

 

It says much about the industry that everyone is so used to such fluctuations that few will 

consider it news. In an increasingly uncertain market, price volatility is one of the few entirely 

predictable things left. 

 

To try to quantify the extent of the rate volatility Drewry has undertaken some statistical 

analysis of the World Container Index data for the headhaul East-West lanes, back to its first 

full-year series in 2012. We have included data representing both legs of the Transatlantic 

market as volumes in that trade are relatively close to one another. 
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The headline news from the analysis is that freight rates are generally heading south and that 

the variance is widening, dramatically so in 2015. At the same time, the analysis reveals that 

carriers’ attempts to increase rates through GRIs are increasingly ineffective. 

 

Table 1: Headhaul East-West container spot rates in 2015: averages, high-low 

(USD/teu) 

 

Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

Table 1 shows that average spot rates fell in five of our six sample lanes in 2015 with the Asia 

to Europe/Mediterranean lanes the hardest hit having lost about half their value. The spread 

between the highest and lowest weekly rates was over $1,000 in three of our sample lanes, 

with four lanes seeing that spread widen by over $300 from 2014. Shanghai to New York, by 

far, had both the highest spread in 2015 and the biggest increase over 2014 as the trade went 

from the early-year rate highs of nearly $2,500 per teu when cargo was being diverted from 

US West Coast ports to later-year lows of just $750 teu when the USWC situation cleared up 

and carriers entered into a rate war in the all-water lane to position themselves for the 

widening of the Panama Canal at some point this year. 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of Shanghai to New York container spot rates in 2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 
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Having such a wide spread of rates lessons shippers’ chances of actually securing the 12-

month average. Figure 1 shows the wide distribution of rates (grouped in bins of $200) for 

the Shanghai to New York lane; only in five out of 52 weeks were rates near the $1,600/teu 

average. More often (30 weeks) rates on this route were below the average, while carriers 

enjoyed only five weeks of rates at the upper end of the scale. 

 

The increased volatility is further expressed by much larger standard deviations (SD) in four 

of our six sample sets (see Table 2). The US dollar margin by which rates commonly deviated 

from the average extended to as much as +/- $500 (Shanghai to New York) with three lanes 

seeing annual SD increases of over 100%. Figures 2 through 5 shows how the SD has 

developed since 2012 with most lanes seeing a big rise. 

 

The Shanghai to Rotterdam SD was unchanged in 2015, which might suggest that rates on 

this lane did not become more volatile but that apparent serenity is actually more a reflection 

of its longer-standing volatility. Lower averages and greater SD saw the coefficient of variation 

(CV) – the ratio of the SD to the mean – rise in all lanes bar Rotterdam to New York. 

 

Table 2: Headhaul East-West container spot rates in 2015: standard deviation 

(SD), coefficient of variation (CV) 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

Figure 2: Trend of Shanghai to Rotterdam container spot rate: average and 

standard deviation, USD/teu, 2012-2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 
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Figure 3: Trend of Shanghai to Los Angeles container spot rates: average and 

standard deviation, USD/teu, 2012-2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

Figure 4: Trend of Shanghai to New York container spot rate: average and 

standard deviation, USD/teu, 2012-2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

Figure 5: Trend of Rotterdam to New York container spot rate: average and 

standard deviation, USD/teu, 2012-2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 
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Figure 6: Trend of New York to Rotterdam container spot rate: average and 

standard deviation, USD/teu, 2012-2015 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

Why is freight rate volatility a problem? 

 

Clearly, rapidly diminishing freight rates spells bad news for carrier revenue, but for shippers 

does it really matter if they have to put up with wild price swings if the average cost keeps 

coming down? 

 

Reducing costs, of course, is very important to logistics managers and procurement managers 

but so is being able to properly budget and plan ahead. That’s not easy when freight rates 

can double from one week to the next. 

 

For carriers, freight rate volatility presents a myriad of problems. Firstly, the wild swings are 

often divorced from the supply-demand fundamentals and without that basis they become 

price takers (further fuelling the volatility) simply to maintain market share. The uncoupling 

from the basic economics also makes it harder to justify the many and sizable GRIs. 

 

A GRI is often heralded as a success following a big spike in rates in the first week, but we 

would contend that to be truly successful (from a carrier point of view) it not only has to raise 

rates, but sustain that gain over a period of time. Against this measure they fell down routinely 

in 2015. Table 3 presents a league table for the six lanes with three points earned for the 

number of weeks that rates increased and one point for a week when rates were unchanged. 

Every one of the lanes experienced more losses than wins with the Asia-Europe and 

Transpacific lanes faring significantly worse than the Transatlantic lanes. 

 

However, while the Transatlantic had more “wins” they were much smaller in dollar terms 

with average rate gain being only between $10-15 per teu depending on the leg. The Asia-

Europe trades might have had fewer wins over the course of the year but when they did taste 

victory they were significant; for example, the average win of the nine achieved in the 

Shanghai to Rotterdam lane in 2015 was $348/teu with a biggest of $725/teu. 
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Table 3: League table of headhaul East-West container spot rate changes in 2015 

 

Note: A win is defined as any increase to the spot rate from the previous week; a draw = unchanged from previous week; and 

a loss = any decrease from the previous week.  

* Based on 3 points for a win, 1 for a draw and 0 for a loss.  

Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

In terms of being able to sustain wins, none of the sample lanes were particularly successful 

with the longest winning streak (i.e. consecutive weekly rate increases) being only four weeks. 

On the flip side three of the six lanes suffered losing runs in excess of 10 weeks. The best 

that can be said for GRIs, it seems, is that they at least help stop the rot and provide a higher 

platform (of varying heights) from which rates can start their next descent. 

 

Table 4: Headhaul East-West container spot rates in 2015: average weekly 

changes, longest sequences 

 
Source: Drewry Maritime Research, derived from World Container Index 

 

The failure of the GRI mechanism and carriers’ general inability to control spot rates becomes 

a major headache for them during the contracting seasons. Because they often act as leading 

indicators, when spot rates are low (as they mostly have been in the last few years) carriers’ 

bargaining power is significantly reduced in contract talks. 

 

Even after longer-term contracts are signed the spot market can still put a strain on contractual 

relationships. On occasions when short-term validity rates sink well below agreed contract 

prices, some shippers will insist on reduced-terms to match the spot rates if they want to 

retain their business. The same happened in reverse in 2010 when spot rates soared above 

contract rates so it is a shared risk for both customer and service provider. 

 

Why was 2015 so much more volatile? 

 

Some of last year’s rate erosion and volatility was linked to falling oil prices but it was also a 

consequence of the ever widening gaps between supply and demand. Other factors such as 
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the greater use of missed sailings and peaky demand saw monthly load factors, and 

subsequently rates, move up and down more frequently. Carriers also have themselves to 

blame for the race to bottom by readily accepting cargoes at sub-economic levels, while the 

US West Coast labour-related slowdown and the impending widening of the Panama Canal 

also played a part. 

 

What can be done to reduce volatility? 

 

To support shippers’ budgeting and long-term planning activities, Drewry Supply Chain 

Advisors presents different ways of dealing with freight rate volatility, each having its own 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 

The first option is to work with long term contracts. These have become pretty standard for 

medium and large sized shippers and most of them use them for the majority of their cargo. 

In theory, this way of working offers the advantage of relative price stability and allows the 

parties to focus on service aspects rather than rates. However in reality, we see that the 

pressure from the spot market often puts a strain on the contractual relationship. 

 

The second option, which we see more amongst small to medium sized freight forwarders, is 

to embrace freight rate volatility and to be fully engaged in the spot market to take short term 

commitments with varying carriers to make sure you have the best possible rate at all times. 

This obviously requires a lot of time and energy and carries considerable risk when one 

misjudges the market. 

 

Thirdly, there is the option of index linked contracts, where one links the price of sea freight 

to an external index which carries the confidence of all parties involved. People usually use 

one of the freely available indices or come to a neutral third party to establish and maintain 

the index. Prices then fluctuate, based on pre-defined rules and with a pre-defined frequency. 

 

Once these rules are set up, it enables the parties involved to focus on the service aspects 

while guaranteeing that the price paid is in line with the market. Drewry is currently helping 

a number of BCOs to set up and manage their index linked contracts and we would be happy 

to discuss your requirements. 

 

Our view 

 

Drewry expects East-West container rates to decline again in 2016. It’s harder to judge 

whether volatility, which will definitely remain a feature, will get significantly worse. Much will 

depend on the stability of oil prices, while the impact of the newly enlarged Panama Canal 

and alliance restructuring towards the end of the year could also trigger sudden blips one way 

or another. 

 

[Drewry Container Insight] 
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U.S.: Port of Oakland’s Outer Harbor Terminal files for 

bankruptcy  

01/02/2016 

 

One of the Port of Oakland’s major tenants filed for bankruptcy Monday less than two weeks 

after announcing plans to cease operations and move out. 

 

 
Source: JOC 

 

Outer Harbor Terminal LLC filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on Monday in federal 

court in Delaware. The company, known until early January as Ports America Outer Harbor, 

was roughly six years into a 50-year lease agreement with the Port of Oakland. 

 

For the current fiscal year, the port had budgeted annual revenue of $35.7 million from its 

tenant, according to port commissioners documents. 

 

OHT, which has been operating as a limited-liability corporation since early January when it 

changed its name, runs one of the Oakland port’s five marine terminals handling container 

cargo. On January 19, the company announced plans to “wind down container operations,” 

saying it would return the leased property after a 60-day transition. The terminal played host 

last month to the largest container ship to ever arrive on U.S. shores. 

 

In an emailed statement Monday, Oakland Port Director  Chris Lytle said he was “deeply 

disappointed” in the terminal operator’s bankruptcy filing. “They made a decision to close their 
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business in Oakland. Since then, we’ve been negotiating with them in good faith for a smooth, 

orderly transition,” Mr. Lytle said. “It’s a shame they’ve taken this step.” 

 

A spokeswoman for OHT said in an email that the company “felt this decision was in the best 

interest to protect creditors and to continue with an orderly wind down,” adding, “The action 

also enables OHT to keep ensuring our customers receive the quality service they are used to 

without disruption.” 

 

In Monday’s court filing, company lawyers said OHT operated at a loss and sustained negative 

cash flows for years before deciding to terminate the Oakland marine terminal business. 

 

Officials with the Port of Oakland, one of the nation’s top 10 seaports for container shipping, 

said they plan to maintain cargo volumes at the same levels during the transition and after 

OHT is gone. “We’ll implement measures to improve cargo-handling processes and make this 

transition successful,” Mr. Lytle said. 

 

[The Wall Street Journal] 

Uruguay: Statoil enters offshore market 

01/02/2016 

 

Statoil Uruguay B.V. (Statoil) has agreed with Total E&P Uruguay B.V. (Total) to acquire 15% 

working interest in offshore exploration block 14 in Uruguay.  

 

Block 14 is located in the Pelotas 

basin of the South Atlantic 

Ocean, approximately 200 

kilometers off the coast of 

Uruguay. It covers an area of 

6,690 square kilometers in 

water depths of 1,850 to 3,500 

meters. 

 

The transaction is pending 

governmental approval. Total 

retains a 50 percent working 

interest. The partnership also 

includes ExxonMobil Exploration 

and Production Uruguay with 35 

percent working interest. 

 

“With this transaction, we are 

positioning ourselves in yet 

another underexplored basin 
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with upside potential. This is in line with our exploration strategy of early access at scale, and 

strengthens Statoil’s long-term international portfolio,” says Nicholas Alan Maden, senior vice 

president for exploration in Statoil. 

 

Total has completed an extensive data collection program, including acquiring new 3D seismic 

data covering the block. The partnership is now preparing to drill the Raya prospect during 

the first half of 2016. “It is exciting that we are able to test this opportunity so quickly, to 

explore a new geological concept in this frontier deep-water area,” says Maden. 

 

Block 14 was awarded to Total in 2012. Based on the results of the Raya well, the partnership 

will decide further steps. 

 

Statoil’s entry into Uruguay further expands its extensive position in Latin-America. In 

neighboring Brazil, Statoil operates the Peregrino field, the Pão de Açúcar discovery and holds 

a large portfolio of exploration acreage. Statoil is also present in Mexico, Nicaragua, Colombia, 

Venezuela and Suriname. 

How dangerous for ships is the Bay of Biscay? 

01/02/2016 

 

Efforts are under way to save a stricken cargo ship in the Bay of Biscay. Are modern ships still 

at risk from this notorious body of water, ask Claire Bates and Robert Spencer. 

 

 
The stricken Modern Express ship listing in the Bay of BiscayImage copyright EPA 

 

The Bay of Biscay, which is bounded by the west coast of France and the north coast of Spain, 

covers an area of 86,000 sq miles. It's known for its rough seas and violent storms and much 

of this is thanks to its exposure to the Atlantic Ocean. The latest victim is the car carrier 
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Modern Express, which ran into trouble 230 miles south-west of Brest, France. Rescue efforts 

have been hampered by high seas and gale force winds, which are common in the bay. 

 

"Winds blow from America 

to Europe and the waves 

grow all the way as they 

travel from west to east," 

says Prof Adrian New, 

from the National 

Oceanography Centre. 

 

"These swell waves can be 

felt in the Bay of Biscay if 

you're still in deep water 

100 miles out. They then 

become shorter choppier 

waves when you hit the 

continental shelf." 

 

Swell waves are long 

sloping waves that are 

around 20ft high, but high winds can make them both bigger and steeper. Gales are most 

likely in the bay from October through March.  

 

However, modern cargo carriers, like the Modern Express, are built to withstand these 

conditions. At 33,000 tons and 535ft long it's a mid-sized ship. It also contains 3,600 tonnes 

of timber and digging machines, which would usually act as balancing weight. 

 

"I don't think cargo ships are any more prone to going wrong [than other types of ships]," 

says Dr Chris Ware, from Greenwich University. "There's been one or two incidents in the last 

18 months with this kind of vessel, but if they're properly laden they're probably as safe as 

any other vessel."  

 

Some reports have suggested the Modern Express had lost power when it got into difficulty. 

"If you lose power your ship will turn sideways on to the waves and then you're in serious 

trouble," New says. "It will roll around like a bucking bronco and water can come over the 

sides. Then if the cargo moves to one side the ship can start to list." 

 

A ship can often right itself if it lists because of the heavy engines below the waterline. But 

shifting cargo can be a problem. "She's floating on what looks like a very precarious angle," 

Ware says. "It's all to do with the centre of buoyancy and the centre of gravity. I suspect 

something very heavy has shifted inside her and the vessel can't right herself - the weight is 

just in the wrong place." 

 

[BBC News Magazine] 
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STCW 2010: Employers need to be ready 

01/02/2016 

 

The transitional period for the 2010 amendments to the International Convention on 

Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW 2010) comes to 

an end on 1 January 2017.   

 

To prevent last minute certification ‘logjams’, and potential difficulties during Port State 

Control inspections next year, it is important that maritime employers liaise closely with 

maritime administrations, says the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS). 

 

With less than a year to go before the end of this major transition, ICS and its member national 

associations are urging shipping companies to check that those maritime administrations 

responsible for issuing their seafarers’ STCW certification are fully prepared, and that 

arrangements have been made to ensure that any necessary updating training can be 

undertaken by the seafarers they employ. 

 

The 2010 ‘Manila Amendments’ to STCW entered into force in 2012, with different 

requirements being phased-in at various dates before 1 January 2017. The provisions being 

phased-in by maritime administrations include new and updated seafarer competences, as 

well as changes to some seafarer grades and certification requirements.  Most maritime 

administrations have determined that seafarers holding national certificates of competence 

will need to complete mandatory updating courses in order to be certified beyond 31 

December 2016. 

 

In view of the 1 January 2017 implementation date, ICS considers that maritime 

administrations should, where necessary, have already approved any special updating courses 

for seafarers, as well as making any necessary arrangements for the issue and revalidation of 

seafarers’ certificates in accordance with the 2010 amendments. In their capacity as flag 

states, administrations also need to be ready to process a potentially large number of 

applications for flag state recognition endorsements towards the end of 2016. 

 

However, in order to ensure that any applications can be processed by certification issuing 

administrations and flag states well ahead of 1 January next year, ICS says that ship operators 

should be taking all necessary steps now to facilitate the attendance of their seafarers at 

relevant training courses. 

 

[ICS / SAFETY4SEA] 

Reefer fleet in flux 

01/02/2016 

 

The reefer fleet reached 2.6 million TEUs in 2015, and this segment of the industry has 

undergone a fundamental change as a result of low oil prices.  
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Dynamar’s most recent reefer analysis report states that fresh produce accounts for 2.7 

percent of the world seaborne trade of dry cargoes of all kinds. The seaborne transport of 

fresh produce in conventional reefer ships and in refrigerated boxes is estimated to have 

reached 105.5 million tons in 2015.  

 

The world’s population is expected to grow further to 8.5 billion by 2030, with developing 

countries absorbing a substantial share of the growth and expected to spend more of their 

growing income on luxury food prepared from perishables.  

 

Until 2020, seaborne perishable trade is expected to expand by four or five percent. It was 

close to five percent in 2014 and only slightly less last year.  

 

The core trend of the last few years has been the refrigerated box taking over from the 

conventional reefer ship. This translated in more than half of all conventional reefer vessels 

scrapped since the turn of the century with barely any ships ordered, along with increasing 

liner connections operated with reefer heavy container ships. This caused the share of the 

conventional or specialist reefer segment falling back from 60 percent in 2000 to an estimated 

26 percent in 2014. 

 

However, due to the sharp decline in oil prices, many elderly, fuel-guzzling dedicated reefer 

vessels have become competitive again. As a first consequence, demolition fell back to just 

five units, of which three in the first half. This constitutes the lowest scrapping activity since 

2007 (five as well) and is totally paled by the 65 units super scrapping of 2011, says Dirk 

Visser, Senior Shipping Consultant and Managing Editor for DynaLiners. 

 

Last year showed an almost complete reversal of what reefer shipping had grown accustomed 

to: barely any scrapping along with a confirmed orderbook of eleven smaller, up to around 

350,000 cft, conventional reefer vessels plus four (perhaps six) full reefer 2,200 TEU container 

ships.  

 

“There are more reasons why 2015 may well go down into history as a year of a profound, 

perhaps decisive change to the worldwide ocean transport of perishables,” says Visser. “It 

involves a crucial change of course of the world’s dominant conventional reefer operator and 

fits in entirely with the expected trend towards smaller shipments.” 

 

In July, Antwerp-based ultimately Dutch-owned Seatrade Chartering ordered four 2,200 TEU 

box ships from the Chinese Zhejian Yangfan yard plus options on four more identical ones. 

Meanwhile these orders have been upped by two firm and two optional ones, all forming part 

of Seatrade’s 2020 fleet renewal program. This will ultimately, by the end of this decade, add 

20 such container vessels to its current fleet, currently consisting of 86 conventional units of 

which the largest 54 are ranging between 450,000 and 650,000 cft. 

 

“As opposed to the reefer-heavy ships generally deployed by container liner operators in the 

southern hemisphere trades, the new Seatrade vessels will be full-reefer-capacity units,” says 
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Visser. “This means that they will carry a full load (by deadweight) of filled, almost exclusively 

40-foot high-cube refrigerated containers connected to 670 to 770 plugs.” 

  

Other important specifications include the new ships’ up to 20 knots speeds and maximum 

draft of 9.2 meters. This will enable them to continue calling the generally smaller specialized 

reefer ports near produce-growing regions as presently served with smaller specialist reefer 

vessels. “Hence, Seatrade can operate its full reefer box ships according to the tested 

conventional scheduling,” he says. 

 

“They are as fast and as shallow as Seatrade Chartering’s largest conventional ships, but with 

a three times as large a capacity expressed in pallets. The new ships’ up to 14,400-pallets 

average capacity compare to the 4,000 to 5,500 under deck pallet space for the company’s 

450,000 to 650,000 cft specialist vessels.   

 

“And here’s what clearly stands to happen: Seatrade’s 2020 fleet will ultimately replace most 

if not all of its largest conventional vessels, therewith heralding (the start of) a factual shift of 

the world’s largest conventional reefer operator to the container segment.” 

 

Freezer ships 

 

Something not ever expected to become the subject of containerization is the freezer segment. 

This concerns smaller, but highly specialized, dedicated reefer ships designed for direct high-

seas vessel-to-vessel transhipment and carriage of fish or meat.  

 

“Some analysts expect a hugely growing demand for fish and seafood in particular including 

what they call an unmatched market penetration for same in less developed countries,” says 

Visser. The current orderbook comprises eleven such vessels, of which four were ordered for 

Seatrade’ GreenSea Pool, while it took an option on four more similar 8,000-dwt/350,000 cft 

units.  

 

“With all of the above in mind, any conventional reefer fleet forecast tends to become a risky 

issue,” says Visser. “Taking the pace of scrapping and the rising scrapping age in mind and 

assuming no substantial newbuilding, there should theoretically be a fleet of a combined 

capacity of some 120 million cft left by 2025, down 41 percent from today. This would equal 

340 vessels at the current 325,000 cft average. However, if Seatrade’s shift to the box is 

adopted by other operators, scrapping will accelerate, and the numbers will look different in 

ten years from now.” 

 

[Maritime Executive] 
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